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It started out as a piece of fun — 
this idea of asking people to count 
the flowers blooming in their, gar­
dens. It was also a way of telling the 
rest of Canada what we have going 
for us out here and of acknowledging 
that we know just how darned lucky 
we are.
The result of the Saanich 
Peninsula Flower Count went far 
beyond our expectations and left us 
weak at the knees - there’s millions of 
flowers blooming in this paradisical 
corner of Vancouver Island.
The survey ran Jan. 15 - 23 and 
more than 60 people responded with 
a count of close to 100,000 blooms — 
enough to enable us tb take a guess at 
the real total. There’s an estimated 
22,500 population on the peninsula 
alone excluding fringe areas of 
Cordova'Bay and Royal Oak, so with 
our vast gardening population there 
must be rhillions of flowers blooming 
out there...
Many thanks to all the people who 
carried out such a meticulous count, 
submitting long lists of flowers each 
with an exact number and many lists 
ranging into thousands. And to 
Sidney parks department whose staff 
did a count of municipal property 
(rose garden, museum, parks, total 
count 4,392) and Parkland school 
custodian who entered into the spirit 
of things and conducted his count in 
the school yard.
There were many records broken
Longtime peninsula resident May John with beautiful bouquet made f^o...
thousands” (Ifflowers blooming in her garden,
'Ron Norman Photo.
for early flowering - Mrs. Mary 
CoOper, East Saanich Road, (tot^ 
663) reported her lauras pinus 
flowered earlier than it had in 33 
years. Violet Kean, 9671 - 6th Street, 
winner of Sidney’s best garden award 
in 1979, was another entry.
There were many counts in the 700 
range but some people found it 
impossible to arrive at any figure: 
“Gracious, it would take me all day 
and longer to count mine— I’ve got 
tens of thousands,’’ said Sidney 
oldlimer May John, Blue Heron
Mrs. Doris Page, 975 Haliburton 
Road, Cordova Bay, listed 28 
varieties of flowers in her garden (she 
didn’t do any counting) and came up 
with a splendid idea, one she’s been 
Continued on Page 12
Central Saanich zoning committee 
chairman Aid. George MacFarlane 
Monday called for a halt to any more 
development proposals for this year.
MacFarlane told committee “it is 
quite possible’’ more than 400 new 
homes will be built in Central 
Saanich in ■1981 — more than double 
the 190 ne\v homes built last year.
He said municipal staff just cannot 
cope with the wdrkload involved with 
more development. “To develop any 
land puts a tremendous strain on our 
staff,” he said.
Staff is only capable of handling 
between 100 and. 130 new homes a 
year, and was “stretched” last year 
when some 190 homes were built, 
MacFarlane said.
He added the only way to handle 
more development is to add more 
staff, “and we all agree very much 
against hiring more people.” 
Instead, tell developers “we have 
more than we can handle” and to 
> return with their proposals in 1982, 
MacFarlane said.
Committee later agreed to adopt as 
a matter of policy a motion to freeze 
any property currently within the 
five-acre minimum zoning for the 
rest of the year.
However, that does not stop 
developers and residents from 
making application to council. 
Mayor Dave Hill said he is concerned 
about individuals — “some citizen 
who has financial problems” — who 
may wish to subdivide his property.
■ “They have their right to apply,” 
Hill stressed.
MacFarlane agreed, noting the 
motion does not say residents and 
developers cannot apply, but added, 
“It would have to be some extreme 
reason” to receive approval this year.
Hill also said council could average 
the 400 new homes over a couple of 
years." ^
Earlier, committee went against 
MacFarlane’s recommendation and 
.approved a request from two 
Saanichton property owners to 
remove their land from the minimum 
five-acre zoning.
MacFarlane said municipal staff 
would be further burdened if 
committee approved the requests
Aid. George MacFarlane 
. . .staff can't cope
from Mike Townsend, 1816 Cultra, 
and David Eyckermans, 1834 Cultra.
But municipal planner Gay. 
Wheeler recommended the removal, 
pointing out all other land in the area 
except four parcels on Cultra is 
already excluded from the five-acre 
minimum zoning.
Hill, agreed, adding the approval 
will mean only two more homes — 
not 30 or 40. “What we’re looking at 
here is two houses. . . they’re not 
large developers like Transtide.” He 
said it would be unfair to owners if 
committee turned them down.
He added the lots are within the 
sewer area and the community plan 
calls for “infilling” in Brentwood 
and Saanichton before undertaking 
further development in other areas.
But MacFarlane said, “I would 
like to think we wouldn’t entertain 
any more until 1982.”
Meanwhile, committee rejected a 
third request to remove land from the 
mhiimum flve^acfe Zoning -— this v 
time on East Saanich and Stelly’s 
belonging to R. Smith.
Hill said the land is not within a 
sewered area, and there is the 
possibility other landowners in the 
area would want similar treatment, 




By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Central Saanich zoning committee 
Monday agreed to ask the Capital 
Regional District to change Brent­
wood bus schedule follo.wing 
complaints from Brentwood com­
muters.
In a 40-name petition commuters 
pointed out the new bus service takes 
nearly 20 minutes longer to travel 
from Brentwood to downtown 
Victoria in the morning — making it 
impossible for most people to arrive 
at work on time.
The new bus leaves at 7:27 a.m. 
each morning, but doesn’t arrive at 
Dougliis and Broughton until an 
hour later — 8:27 a.m., committee 
was told.
Most commuters arc government 
employees and must be at work at 
8:30 a.m. — leaving just three 
minutes to get from the bus stop to 
work.
The old schedule left Brentwood at 
7:27 a.m. and arrived downtown 
about 8:10 a.m. —• leaving 20 
minutes to get to work. The petition 
explained the reason for the delay is 
the new bus route, which winds 
through Cordova Bay picking up
Aid. RuthArnaud
more commuters.
As well, the petition complained 
that Brentwood commuters must pay 
$1 for the trip into Victoria, while 
I angford commuters who live the 
same distance away pay only 50- 
cents, “It is improved service for all 
except Brentwood,” said the 
petition,
Council agreed to ask CKD and 
Continued on Page 2
The Tseycum Indian Band’s bid to 
reclaim a polluted stream on Union 
Bay Reserve at Pat Bay was given a 
boost Jan. 19 by North Saanich 
council.
Council directed its public works 
committee to investigate drainage 
problems in the stream’s upper 
reaches. •Agricultural runoff from 
the municipality’s farming core is 
believed to contribute to the stream’s 
pollution.
The stream, originally thought to 
he nameless, is called Sandown 
Brook, according to the provincial 
water rights branch. However, 
Sandown Brook is not listed in the 
Gazeteer of British Columbia, Ivhich 
lists geographic names in the 
province. .
The stream was once used by 
Tseycum Indians for ritual bathing 
and meanders through municipal and 
Indiatt land before llowing into Pat 
Bay,
Aldi Jay Rangel explained the 
municipal engineer will carry out a 
study to see ifagi iculiural runoff can 
be re-directed. As well, council voted 
to ask the Capital Regional District 
health service to conduct a bac­
teriological analysis of the upper 
reaches of the stream,
Rangel said he understands four
Tseycum hand members Gus Rill [right] and Sandy Janes beside soon-to-he-reclalmed creek.
numicipid residents have licences to 
irrigate small parcels of property 
from the stream. The first of these 
licences was issued in 1963, about 
two years before North Saanich 
became a municipalitv.
The stream was used for rlturil 
bathing until about U) years ago 
when it bccatne too contaminated, 
Rangel said the coliform bacteria 
count was too high to allow human 
use.
He told council the brownish- 
coloured, slow-moving stream seems 
to be polluted from agricultural 
runoff because the coliform count at 
the stream’s mouth is about the same 
Gonlliiuert on Page 3
Teen drug, alcohol program takes off
A drug and alcohol awmrencss 
'program for youngstcr.s is underway 
on the Saanich Perunsula, Camille 
Martin, co-ordinator at Sidney Teen 
Activity Group (STAG) announced 
Friday.
A $4,000 grant from the provincial 
attorney-general’s department will 
carry the project through to March 
31 and 'ey then Mai tin hopes the 
budget she’s submitted for 1981 - 82 
will have been approved and more 
money forthcoming.
Youngsters taking advantage of
the program will likely be those aged 
13-18 years but Marlin .said it was 
“impossible” at this stage (o know, 
“We might get even younger kids," 
She stressed tlie four-session 
program is strictly an awareness- 
information project. Youngsters will 
be helped in identifying and 
clarifying their drinking problems 
why do 1 dunk, vvhal is my diinkuig 
pattern? arc the kind of questions 
they'll be encouraged to ask 
themselves.
No one will be tciling yoimgsteis
“drinking is bad” and “we won’t be 
lecturing Inn simply giving out all the 
infuirnation possible so that these 
young people can make better 
decisions about their drinking 
habits.” Marlin said.
fhere are certain things they need 
io know, she explained, lor example, 
what happens wlien you inlx a 26- 
ouj.Lt hoitle of lyc.Willi pol, pill, oi 
acid? What is the effect of alcohol in 
the blood-stream • how does your 
bod> icitel? Whul .signs should one 
look fo[ in an halnund diinket?
For Martin - who's been planning 
the alcohol program for close to two 
years - it’s a dream come true, “It's 
always been a problem when S I AG 
staff identified kids with drinking 
problems. Where do yon send 
them?”
Now it seems Martin has the 
answer. Up until now the teen centre 
has bccit icfciiitig youngstcu. to 
Victoria’s diversion centre but 
Martin says the facility “already 
car lies a load" and liarisporlatiun 
has always been a piobkm.
Referrals to the peninsula progrtmt 
will conic from corrections, police, 
school counsellors, parents - and 
young people will likely come of their 
own accord, Martin believes, The 
program will operate in a similar way 
to the diversion centre in the sense 
that it will also be accepting 
youngsters diverted from the court 
system fui sai lou.'. diug .rn'id alcohol 
related ofcnces. Anoilier future 
dimension to tlie program will be its 
(iieventative u,sped, Marlin .said.
The piogiam’s four 5.cs,sions will
Include films and guest speakers 
among them lawyers and policemen 
A local police officer will likely b( 
talking to youngsters about the lega 
aspects of minors drinking and wha 
happens to them when they're plckei 
up with liquor in their possession o 
arrested for drinking and driving.
Martin hopes local police will no 
uiily, suppoiI the pi'0fci;ain Tm 
become actively involved In it.
She stipulates limt referrals mm
Continued on Page 2
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dusting’’ and has asked 
the federal ministry of 
transport for
Winner of
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As well, committee 
asked the municipality 
be requested to endorse 
any waiver required for 
crop dusting.
The actions follow a 
complaint from Gordon 
Ewan, 8143 Lochside 
Drive, who told council 
he and his family were 
“endangered and 
disturbed’’ Jan. 5 by a 
low-flying aircraft 
engaged in crop dusting 
over'Vantreight Farms.
However, a Central 
Saanich police in- 
vestigation found 
Vanlreight Farms broke 
no regulations when 
spraying daffodil fields 
with herbicides, and the 
pilot had received 
exemption to fly under 
500-feet.
But Monday Aid. 
George MacFarlane 
questioned the pilot’s 
judgment in flying 
nearly ZSO-yards past the 
field and over Ewan’s
the Urban Transit Authority to put 
on two special commuter runs for 
Brentwood — one in the morning 
and another in the afternoon.
As well, CRD will be asked to 
adjust its fare boundary from 
Keating Cross Road to Mount 
Newton Cross Road, thus including 
Brentwood in a single fare zone and 
making the fare from Brentwood to 
Victoria only 50 cents-.
Aid. Ruth Arnaud said changing 
the boundary “makes eminent 
sense’’, since it would include the 
major transfer point at Saanichton. 
As it is, “it’s ridiculous,” she said.
Aid. Dick ShaTpe agreed, adding, 
“The whole purpose of transit was to 
upgrade service to people and so far 
it’s been a real btist.”
“If people don’t use it because 
they can’t get to work on time, then 
the whole thing’s useless,” Mayor 
Dare Hill said.
. Meanwhile, a letter from Peggy 
McIntosh, '851 Clarke Road, noted; 
“Why a section of Central Saanich 
should pay 50 cents, the same as 
Victoria, and another section of our 
municipality pay $1, the same as 
Sooke and Sidney, is beyond me.”
She wrote everyone, including 
Victoria, Langford, Sooke and 
Sidney, all have reduced fares with 
the new service — except Brentwood 
and Saanichton. “We pay $1, the
same as always.”
McIntosh added Brentwood and 
Saanichton riders also pay more 
now for their bus passes. Shb said her 
old pass cost $24 for 30 rides, while 
the new monthly pass costs $35.
But Hill countered that the old. 
monthly pass was in fact $33.60 for 
21 days. It now costs $35, but that 
new pass is transferable and can be 
used at any time — not just 21 days.
Chief transit planner W.B. 
O’Brien reported in a letter to council 
the new fare zones were adopted to 
make it easier for transit operators to 
administer, to minimize revenue loss, 
and because no area has a fare in­
crease.
Meanwhile, UTA planner Glen 
Leicester said last week bus use in 
Central Saanich is lower than ex­
pected, though the overall figure for 
the peninsula is on target.
Leicester said Central Saanich, like 
Cordova Bay, is “commuter- 
oriented”, so ridership is still slow to 
build.
He said the North Saanch run is 
also slightly lower than anticipated, 
but said the route could be the major 
problem there. The bus doesn’t go 
into Deep Cove where the bulk of 
population is, Leicester said.
He also counted out the possibility 
of a mini-bus for North Saanich — at 
least for the immediate future. He 
said CRD has not even approached 
UTA with the request yet.
Carol-JoBill Rapteyn Jacky Susie Twig
THE ELITE in HAIR DESIGH
A uenj selected grouf) of stylists bring­
ing the lastest in hair styling from the 




MacFarlane said with 
current regulations 
council couldn’t tell if 
the pilot actually needed 
to fly that far afield or 
was simply a poor pilot.
He asked in future the 
ministry of transport 
provide information on 
the type of aircraft 
involved, the pilot’s 
licence standard and'tlie 
flight plan filed. ' * •'
Council also decided 




Continued from Page 1 
be on a voluntary basis - kids have 
got to want to come, otherwise it’s 
pointless, she said. Martin promises 
“strick confidentiality” and said no 
records will be kept.
She’s interested in acquiring some 
volunteers to help in the program - 
the kind of people who’ve worked 
with groups or possibly have a 
background related to drugs and 
alcohol. Just call the peninsula 
Community Association office at 
656-0134 and ask for Martin or Chris
McDonell, newly appointed assistant 
co-ordinator of the project.
Funding for the program was 
granted to the PCA, which operates a 
variety of different programs in the 
peninsula communities.
The first series of sessions begins 
shortly on Salt Spring Island, where 
Martin says the “need has been 
identified as being the greatest.”
Sessions locally will be held in 
STAG’S clubhouse. Call the PCA 
number at 656-0134 for more in­
formation.
JkLL PERmS^ mCLUDE THS FINEST CREATIVE CUT:
7120 westisaaiiich mm
lEmiSE STERI DRIVE
OPEN 6 DAYS^A^EEK MEN’S NIGHT EVERY THURSDAY ’TIL S P IVI. mFULESWINOj
Required immediately, preferably cer-, 
titled; general marine experience;' an; 
asset. Sidney area. Phone Monday to Fri­
day, 8:30 to noon or 1 to 4:30 p.m. .
656-5633
or write
PO Box 2099, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S6.
turned 
over to counc^
Rom Knott Park in 
Central Saanich has 
been completely turned 
over to the municipality 
on the condition the 
municipality continues 
to maintain it as a
If only I knew you loved me 
I could face the uncertainty 
of whether I love you.
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I, Flora! Gallery
2328 Beacon Ave. Directly across from Saleway
Order Now for Feb. I4th Delivery k
children’s softball and 
playing field, and the 
wooden sign maintained 
in its original finish.
The park was initially 
bou'ght by a group of 
individuals called the 
Rom Knotf Park 
Trustees, who collected 
donations for the 
purchase as a merhprial 
to Rom Knott.
Trustees transferred 
the property to .the 
municipality in 1964, but 
contirlued to administer 
activities taking place 
there. However, trustees 
said in a letter to the 
parks committee 
Monday they wished to 
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SIDNKY TUAVEI.ODGi:, 22H0 Beacon Avc., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In The Cabaret every Friday and Saturday night, 
9:(X1 p.m, to 2:(X) a.m.. Rock & Roll & Country 
Music,
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Vocalist, 8:(X) p.m. to midnight,
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Naulictrl Collection — located next to the Clipper 
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Central Saanich's 
zoning committee 
Monday approved Vern 
Miclicll’s application to 
put a mobile home on 
his 15()-acrc farm at .3047 
Island View Road.
Micliell told com- 
miiicc the hcnvic will be 
used by lii.s :,oii who is a 
fulltime farm laborer 
because rental units 
witliin the immediate 
vicinity arc unavailable.
Municipal planner 
Gay Wlieclcr said the 
municipal bylaw per­
mitted the home if used 








An application by 
Bremwood Food Giant 
for a development 
permit to enclose its 
loading ramp war, sent to 
the advisorv planning 
commission Monday for 
recommendations by 
Central Saanich zoning 
committee.
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Teachers last bid 
for preparation time’
By CAROL BERGER 
[STAFF WRITER]
Saanich district school teachers 
Monday night made a final budget 
bid for preparation time “even on a 
trial or reduced basis.’’
With the board’s 1981 budget 
deadline of Feb. 15 fast approaching, 
teacher association president Elsie 
McMurphy presented trustees with a 
final submission.
McMurphy reiterated October’s 
budget submission requesting the 
addition of six teachers to provide a 
minimum of 90 minutes of 
preparation time per week to all 
district teachers.
“Even if the board cannot totally 
accept what we are asking, you might 
consider provision of preparation 
time on a trial or reduced basis,’’ she 
said.
McMurphy expressed thanks to 
trustees for acknowledging district 
supply problems in the “greatly 
improved’’ provisional supplies 
budget and significant increases in 
equipment funds.
McMurphy strongly recommended 
provisional budget figures be 
maintained by trustees when making 
final adoption of the budget.
Teachers also request a 20 to 1 
studept-teacher ratio in kindergarten.
“If educational dollars are to be 
spent anywhere, the Case for in­
vestment in the elementary is a 
powerful and impressive one,’’ 
McMurphy said.
Increased teacher specialization 
and contact time with parents and 
specialists and a reduction in .student- 
teacher. contact hours was also 
requested-
Clean stream
Continued from Page 1
as where the stream enters the 
reserve.
He said it is also possible septic 
sewage runoff is causing some of the 
pollution. But before the pollution 
can be cleaned up, the source will 
have to identified.
Meanwhile, Rangel is investigating 
the possibility of introducing salmon 
and cutthroat trout to the stream. 
He said the stream used to have chum 
salmon, and that speies would be 
ideal for it now.
He said chum salmon do not travel 
far upstream to spawn and return to 
the ocean instead of staying in the 
stream for a year like some other 
salmon species.
But before that can happen, part 
of the stream must first be dredged 
and a layer of gravel placed on the 
bottom to provide better spawning
ground. As well, there may be a 
minor problem with seawater 
backing into the stream during large 
storms.
Nevertheless, Rangel believes the 
problem can be overcome. He adds 
cleaning up the stream will mean 
cleaning up Pat Bay because the 
stream is one of the bay’s biggest 
pollutants.
Rangel also warned council the 
cleanup “is a very complicated 
process’’, involving jurisdictional 
problems which must first be 
resolved.
He said the stream is on the Indian 
reserve which is under federal jur- 
sidiction, while introduction of 
salmon would require provincial 
government involvement. But he 
said so far he’s been pleased with the 








proved a 10 per cent 
increase in per diem 
allowances and mileage 
rates for trustees and 
personnel.
business, trustees and 
personnel will receive a 
$33 a day allowance, up 
from $30, in addition to 
payment of all travel 
costs, overnight ac­
commodation , i n- 
cidental expenses and 33 
cents per mile, up from 
30 cents.
Not all trustees were 
in agreement however. 
And while board 
chairman Gerry 
Kristianson also agreed 
separation of trustees 
expenses from personnel 
would make decision 
easier, no amendments 
came forward to 
.separate the policy.
In spite of the recent 
doubling of his car 
insurance, trustees John 
Betts, and Roy Hyn- 
dman remained opposed 
to the increase.
Hyndman called the 
increases “unnecessary” 
and said with the daily 
allowance it was “not 
justified to completely 
cover all the average 
costs.”
“I don’t think anyone 
should be out of pocket 
for driving their car,” 
said trustee Ruby may 
Parrott.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9
Board 
says thanks
A special letter of 
thanks will go to David 
Else of Deep Cove 
Marina and Yacht Sales 
Saanich school district 
trustee Rubymay Parrott 
put forth the motion of 
thanks at * M o nday ’ s - 
regular board meeting.
Else has contacted 
several schools over the 
past two weeks and 
given free boat tours to 
students to see the more 
than 100 Stellar and 
Californian sea lions 
gathered outside Deep 
, Cove: ■, ’ , ' ,
2383 Beacon Ave., Driftwood Centre, 656-7522
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Long overdue
Anyone familiar with the drinking 
problems of young people today — 
starting from age 13 and even younger 
— will welcome the start of a drug and 
alcohol awareness program here' on the 
peninsula. It’s long overdue.
Organized by Camille Martin, the 
program will operate out of Sidney Teen 
Activity Centre (STAG) on Oakville 
Street. Much recognition is due Martin, 
whose work with youngsters — 
especially those in trouble at home, in 
school or with the law — cannot be 
sufficiently praised.
Working as she has with teenagers 
over the last seven years at STAG, few 
people could be better informed or more 
aware of the problems and difficulties 
facing this younger generation.
Knowing the desperate need to get the 
message across, Martin has been actively 
planning this program for two years.
She needs help and support in the 
/ community. We hope it will be for­
thcoming.




Where has all the farmland gone?
Gone to houses and supermarkets.
Oh, when will they ever learn,
Oh, when will they ever learn?
Congratulations for a first-class editorial in the 
Jan. 14 issue of The Review, and shame on our 
provincial government cabinet for putting 
political patronage above the preservation and 
proper management of one of our most important 
and irreplaceable resources.
The statements of Agricultural Minister Jim 
Hewitt and of Delta MLA, Walter Davidson are 
but a ludicrous and shameful effort to justify the 
real deed: the remoVal from the ALR, by cabinet 
order and against the Agricultural Land Com­
mission recommendation, of 523 acres of per­
fectly good-farmland which has the misfortune of 
belonging to a Socred party member and political 
supporter of Mr. Davidson!
Indeed, when will they ever learn? When will 
the people of this beautiful province finally wake 
up and stop the insidious and continuing erosion 
of our precious farmland? I find the whole affair 
simply disgusting.
V.A. Prelo 
6393 West Saanich Road
remain on the board of directors, to be of 
assistance in a satisfactory standard of operating, 
and financial obligations being met.
The objectives of the society remain the same 
— to plan, operate and arrange festival-type 
activites, to distribute information, be a com­
munication channel and clearing house for such 
events.
.Also included in the constitution is a com­
mitment to aid and encourage local talent and 
abilities, while at the same time preserving local 
history and culture of the past and to publicize 
our town and area.
With these thoughts in mind, I remain on the 
board of directors of Sidney Days Festival Society 
with a view to promoting harmony in the com­
munity, and aiding in settling anyfuture proglems 








9:45 a.m. Sunday 
School for all ages 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Worship
6:00 p.m. Evening 
Fellov/ship
Wed., Feb. 4
7:30 p.m. Bible Study 
& Prayer Meeting








Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478








For years, says Doris Page (see flower 
count story) she’s been trying — without 
success —: to promote the idea of a 
winter flower garden. She hopes the 
publicity given our flower count might 
spark some support to further her 
''dream.'; .■/ /,■" :/
Such an idea certainly has / our ? 
backing. Even on the peninsula there are 
some dark and dreary days which could 
be brightened by such a scheme and 
provide another place for strollers to sit 
and enjoy. ;• ' ,
We can think of two places which 
would benefit from the addition of a 
winter flower garden. As we pointed out 
some time ago,The grounds surrounding 
Sanscha Hall are tatty, dusty-looking 
and could do with some decent land­
scaping. Part of that enterprise could be 
a colorful winter garden — Mrs. Page 
lists more than 30 winter plants and 
shrubs which could be used, and 
doubtless there are more.
Another perfect spot — although we 
don’t favor it as much as Sanscha, 
mainly because the Beacon Avenue land 
borders on the highway, is upfront with 
tourists and travellers and the need for a 
facelift is greater — is a new library to be 
built soon on Resthaven Drive.
When someone starts thinking about 
landscaping round this new building, the 
winter flowering garden might be 
considered.
Cost? A service club, the local garden 
club, and a local residents would, we’re 
sure, donate plants and shrubs.
Let's have a winter garden and .show 
visitors flowers bloom here not just in 
the spring and summer but all year 
round.
Wants harmony
The purpose of this letter is to clarify my 
resignation as president of the Sidney Days’ 
Festival Society, at a general meeting held Jan.
My decision to resign was made immediately 
following an executive meeting held Jan. 6. At 
this time it became apparent that any effort to 
interest officers in bringing basic items to the 
floor of the general meeting scheduled for Jan. 21 
would not be supported. These items included the 
establishing of recognized .standards of handling 
business, increasing the number of chairmen and 
directors, plus firmer financial controls and a 
planned programme to meet financial obligations 
and a finance committee.
The meeting of Jan. 21 did produce several 
changes in officers, and election of a new 
president. Those attending the meeting also gave 
attention to the above mentioned matters.
After consideration, I did accept a request to
In my recent letter regarding teachers’ pensions 
there is an error for which I apologise in regard to 
the retiring teachers’ age. This paragraph should 
have read: - After a teacher has taught 35 years 
and is 65 years of age he or she retires at full 
pension which is 86 per cent of final salary. 
Included to make up the pension of 86 per cent of 
full salary is S274 for Canada Pension and $202 
Old Age Pension. Plus a fringe benefit of 7.5 per 
cent becajuse the teacher no longer has a pension 
premium|deducted from income. F*lus up to 8 per 
cent a year if inflation is at or above 8 per cent 
(the present indexing figure).
A few comments on a letter written by the 
president of the Saanich Teachers’ Association in 
which she states “The government in return for a 
lower level of contributions and the use of 
pension funds to invest in lower return govern­
ment bonds, guaranteed teachers their (full) 
indexed pensions.’’ This statement according to 
officials of the superannuation branch is untrue. 
No such bargain as such was made. The teachers’ 
fund contains a mix of high quality bonds usual in 
trustee or pension funds. The bonds when issued 
carried the then current rate of interest and were 
widely distributed in the U.S. and Canada.
Her furthcF remarks about the percentage of





Sunday, Feb. 1 
Epiphany IV
8:00 a.m. Communion 
10:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer
10:00 a.m. Sunday School
Priest in Charge:
Rev. R.H. Howson 
598-3742































792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay
Sunday, Feb. 1 
Epiphany IV
8:30 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Morning 
Prayer |
The Church By The 
Lake



















Third St.. Sidney 
Sunday, Feb. 1 
Epiphany IV
8:00 a.m. Communion 
11:00 a.m. Choral 
Eucharist 
(Sunday School, Nursery) 
7:15 p.m. Evensong 
Thursdays, Feb. 5* 
9:00 a.m. Communion 
All Welcome!





Maclcnnan’s latest novel begins in the future, 
after the “Destruction” (a nuclear holocaust) has 
annihilated civilization as we know it. Fearful of 
the technological information that spawned the 
horror, the powerful Third Bureaucracy has 
obliterated all books and other historical records.
Through the memory of his narrator and the 
device of secret papers unearthed from their 
burial spot, MacLennati then moves backward to 
two other periods: the chaotic, anarchistic 
decades of the 1980s and ’90s, which presage the 
moral collapse of the world, and the earlier Nazi 
era in Germany.
Ho makes the point that our contemporary 
political climate — with its tolerance of in­
ternational terrorism, hostility to authority, 
manipulation of racial tensions, loss of moral and 
ethical values —- resembles the conditions under 
which the Third Reich flourished.
Perhaps the novel initally suffers from a lack of 
dramatic tension. Once MacLennan begins to 
develop his characterizations, however, his story 
builds in momentum and reaches a forceful, 
affecting close.
One of MacLennan's characters asks: “Why 
have I written this? To sound a warning?” This 
seems exactly the author’s purpose, and it cmbucs 
his novel with significance and power,
Voices In Time is available from either 
Brentwood or Sidney-North Saanich branches of 
the regional library.










Wed., Feb. 4 
10:00 a,m. Communion 
ST. STEPMEN’S 




Rev. Ivan Fuller 
65'2.2fll2 
Office 652-4311 
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50 YEARS AGO: I-rom the Jan. 29, 1931, 
iiLsue of The Review.
One of the major cogs in the Sidney biLsiness 
community \yns Saanich Cannery. This ls.sue of 
Tlie Review showed a rare rdiotograph of the fleet 
bringing clams to the cannery with the cutlinc, 
"Many hundreds rely on tlie local cannery to keep 
going tliesc hard times,”
review of the pcnin.sula.
It is reported Mr, Jones of Victoria has recently 
purchased the property of the Genoa Bay Lumber 
Company at Patricia Hay.
* * #
GANGES — The Suit Spring Island Playens arc 
busy rehearsing for their play "What Happened 
to Jones”, which will be presented Tuesday and 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 and 4 in ihe Mahon Hall. 
Those taking part: Mrs. C, Springford, Mrs, 
Frank Crofiort, Miss Nora Turner, Mrs. A.B. 
Elliot, Mrs. Ihuillier, Miss D. Moorhouse, 
Messrs. K. Butterfield, F.C, Turner, V.C, Best, 
J.L, Nicholls, Colin King, I., Cropper and C, 
PaHlge.
40 YEARS AGO! I'rom Ihe Jan. 29, 1941, 
tone of The Review,
His lionor the Licutenant-Oovernor officially
opened the Y.W.C.A. Hostess House on Second 
Street for the men, friends and relatives of 
Patricia Bay Airport in the presence of about 500 
visitors nnd friends Jan. 23,
As His Honor the Lieuienani-Governor and 
Mrs. I hunb’er arrived at Hostess House, ac­
companied by Mrs. Mae Rice and Mr. Hew 
Pnicr.son, A.D.C., and attended by King’s Scout 
Edward PL'ck, the national anthern was played by 
the 40,-piecc band of The Patricia Bay Station 
undertheilircctionofA.E.Tuite. '
.30 YEARS AGO: From Uie Jan. 31, 1951, 
ksiic of The Review.
Ceinial Saanich council moved to form a 
volunteer fire deparimcni with fire brigades iri 
three centres: Saanichton, Brentwood nnd 
Keaijiig, North Saanich fire chief G.A. Gardner 
u/fcicU all a.s.si.siancc to iraiii liic men,
20 YEARS AGO: I'rtm the Feb.l, 19ftl, lisue 
of The Review.
A ni'U’ morifijje ccMiipnny plan? to c:4ab!ish'
hf;adquancr.s at Brentwood, Vice-president of the 
company, Harold Cross, advised The Review this 
week that the location has been selected after a
Mild vWntcr ha,s brought many early arrivals in 
the garden. Professional growers are still wary of 
the heavy frost which could set back many plants 
now coming to life.
A.I. Daliain of North Saanich, reports the 
earliest growth in his raspberries in years, Mr. 
Daliain produced two caries on which the topmost 
leaves arc fully open and developed, while the 
buds of the stems were sprouting leaves.
10 YEARS AGOt From the Jan. 27, 1971, 
Lsuc of The Review.
An Americal citizen checked by custom’s 
officials at the Anacortes ferry terminal was 
found to be in possession,of a .small quantity of 
marijuana and was detained by Sidney RCMP. 
He was released the following day and deported 
to the U.S,
OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 









































A thrcc-minuie shopping spree rc.sulted in 
$99..50 worth of groceries for A1 Kirtz, winner of 
the, Cijitcy Lluja.V:,!u4jphig tafne Suiuiday, 
After a preliminary survey of the "course” at 
Sidney Super Foad.5 Kurtz, a Victoria man 




Panorama Loisuro Centro 
(upstairs Lounge) 
1885 Ft rest Park Road 
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more letters'
Continued from Page 4
contributions paid into pensions funds by private 
companies has nothing to do with the size of 
pensions nor does it tell us anything about their 
indexation. We do however know that Mr. 
Chretien stated that “any legislation requiring 
full indexing of private pension plans might 
threaten the solvency of such firms.”
The president states “the teachers’ position is 
that all retired citizens should be protected from 
inflation.” This is a fine statement, however 
teachers are not threatening strikes, etc. to gain 
benefits for all citizens only for themselves. In 
view that they are already protected from in­
flation up to 8 per cent yearly in their own scheme 
and are 100 per cent protected In their Canada 
and Old Age pensions their stated position sounds 




In the Year Of The Child the Save The Children 
Fund set up a massive project to stamp out polio 
from the whole world. In this Year Of The 
Handicapped the Sidney group of SCF is making 
a special effort to further this cause. We are 
already off to a fine start through the thought­
fulness of students of Craigdarroch council at the 
University of Victoria who wrote:
“Just before Christmas the students of 
Craigdarroch . residence at the University of 
Victoria decided to save their loose change to 
donate to what they consider a worthwhile cause. 
We are very happy to donate $77 to the Save the 
Children’s Fund. Sincerely, Tina Doggart, 
Women’s President, Craigdarroch Council.”
Our most grateful thanks to these fine young 
people who are concerned for sick and needy 
children. Their donation will be sent to help 
handicapped children through the Save The 
Children Fund polio project.
Mary Gibbs,
In a landmark decision, the B.C. 
Court of Appeal has upheld a group 
of Sidney and Brentwood lawyers’ 
bid to block the appointment of a 
third notary public on the peninsula.
The Court of Appeal Jan. 20 
dismissed Douglas Victor Drew’s 
appeal of a Feb., 1980 B.C. Supreme 
Court decision which rejected his 
enrolment as a notary public in 
Sidney because “need” for a third 
notary in the area had not been 
established.
The decision is a serious setback 
for the Society of Notaries Public of 
B.C., which had won an earlier court 
battle with 44 Vernon lawyers over 
the appointment of 29-year-old 
Barbara White.
“This is a landmark decision. It 
does clamp the lid down (on 
notaries),” said Jim Robertson, 
Sidney lawyer for the local group. 
Applications will no longer be simply 
a reassignment of a notary seal he 
said.
Drew’s lawyer, Chris Considine, 
agreed. He said the appeal court 
decision would make it extremely 
difficult for anyone to become a 
member of the Society of Notaries 
Public.
Considine added notaries will 
continue to press for change in 
legislation, to amend the provincial 
Notaries Public Act to remove the 
word “need” in routine replacement 
of seals.
Immediately following the appeal 
court decision. Society of Notaries
Decision upholds
bid to block notary
the attorney-general’s ministry for 
the change.
Under the Notaries Public Act, 
notaries are permitted to perform 
some legal work, such as wills and 
real estate transactions. Competition 
for those services led to confiict 
between notaries and lawyers.
Lawyers contend under the 
Barristers and Solicitors Act they are 
notaries and so there is no need to 
issue additional notary seals.
The Notaries Public Act requires 
those wishing to become notaries to 
satisfy the B.C. Supreme Court they 
are “fit” and passed the 
qualifications.
Drew did both, but failed to satisfy 
the final requirement — “that there 
is need of a notary public in the place 
where the applicant desires to 
practice.”
The word “need” in the act had 
never been exactly defined, but for 25 
years — since a 1955 agreement 
between the notaries society and the 
law society — notaries interpreted it 
to mean a need exists when a seal 
becomes vacant through death orPublic representatives appealed to
retirement of a notary.
Considine argued lawyers had to 
be excluded from the determination 
of the need for notaries. If the need 
for a notary could be .satisfied by a 
notary who was also a lawyer, then 
that would mean the end of non- 
laywer notaries public in B.C.
The lawyers argued there is no 
distinction between a notary public 
who was also a barrister and solicitor 
and a notary public who was not. 
They added that as far as the nature 
of the work performed, the Notaries 
Act didn’t make the distinction 
either.
In their unanimous judgment. 
Justices John Taggart, Douglas 
Lambert* and James Macdonald 
noted: “We are required to decide 
that question raised by the statute. 
That question is whether the public 
needs a non-lawyer notary public in 
Sidney . . . The onus was on the 
applicant (Drew) to lead that 
evidence and, in this case, ... he has 
not led evidence that would satisfy a 
court that such a need existed.”
The court said Drew might have
satisfied them there was a need for 
another non-lawyer notary in Sidney:
•If he could show he can provide a 
quality of service that cannot be 
provided by a lawyer notary.
•Or if he could perform a service 
at a time when no lawyer notary may 
be expected to be available.
•Or if he could perform a service 
for a “significant body of clients” 
who will not be satisfied with the 
services of a lawyer notary.
•Or if he could perform a service 
at a lower fee than can be reasonably 
expected to be charged by a lawyer 
notary.
•Or for any other reason, the 
particular applicant in a particular 
place can perform a notarial service 
distinct from the service performed 
by the particular lawyer notaries in 
the area where he proposed to 
practice, for example, by taking over 
the practice of a non-lawyer notary 
who dies or wishes to retire.
Robertson said in an interview 
Saturday the appeal court decision 
means additional notary ap­
pointments in Sidney “are now out 
of the question”, but applications 
elsewhere will be judged on in­
dividual merits.
He emphasized notaries currently 
practicing in Sidney and around the 
province are “safe”, but anyone now 
applying for a notary seal will have to 
show public need in the particular 
area before receiving supreme court 
approval.
Time for fitness 
is time on Your Side.
district representative, 




The unmistakeable charm 
of particularly good taste 




Sidney has received a 
$15,683 grant for 
construction of two 
tennis courts in Iroquois 
Park, Finance Minister, 
Hugh Curtis, MLA 
Saanich and the Islands 
announced Monday.
The courts have been 
planned in conjunction 
with others in North; 
Saanch to ease a. 
shortage in the area, 
Curtis said. Th? doubles, 
size courts have an 
asphalt base with a two- 
color top coat, 
surrounded by a chain 
link fence.
The grant was approved 
under the guidelines of 
the recreation facilities 
assistance program.








































DROP IN AND SEE 
THE RAANY SPECIALS 
NOW ON AT











4 rolls White only
Limit of 2 with US*’” minimum order
AUTOPLAN INSURANCE
1981
Lot our trained staff assist you, Bring In your renewals for licence 
plate decals and Insurance.






1 1.25 kg 1
219
1 3 1b. 1 ISUND FARMSI 500 ml





1 TIDE1 LAUNDRY1 DETERGENT









REMEMBER - tho cost Is the same to you whether you deal thfough 
us, your local Insurance agent, or Motor Vehicles Office. It only 
takes minutes and we will take tho time to ensure that you have 
adequate coverage,
Post-dated chequQS accepted. Phone us at 656*1154 to arrange an 








40 lb. Hind H Pack
CUTUP
FRYERS
10 ibs. Reg Ground Reef 
5 Ibs. Sirloin Tip Roast 
5 lbs. Rump Roast 
5 Ibs. Round Steak 
5 Ibs. Sirloin Steak 
5 Ibs. T*Bone Steak 
5 lbs. Stew Reef
LB.
9g99
2444 Beacon Ave. 6S64154 Sidney

















OUR FINAL WEEK SPECIALS:
Pant Suits & Pants, Dresses & Skirts
clearing at 40% OFF for i week only.
All other WINTER STOCK at 30% OFF
Gillain Manor 
alcoholic treatment 
centre will be given a 
second look by both 
Capital Region and 
health ministry in light 
of Victoria’s acute care 
bed shortage.
The 90-bed facility on 
McTavish Road, 
operated by the non­
profit Gillain Foun­
dation, closed its doors 
Dec. 31 after patient 
numbers and ministry
financial support failed 
to appear.
In spite of the fact the 
provincial government 
has made it clear it is not 
sufficient for e.xtended 
care. Capital region 
assistant hospital 
planner Bill Pennington 
will visit Gillain this 
week.
As chairman of the 
health ministry- 
appointed long term care 
task force, Pennington
says he must look at 
current problems. with 
short term solutions in 
mind.
“Is this a crisis or is it 
not and are we going to 
put a dollar on it?” he 
says.-'.
Pennington says 
Gillain could be used to 
ease the current regional 
bed shortages.
Although reports 
received to date say 
Gillain would be too
costly, Pennington says 
he w'ill look at Gillain 
with “abroad mind.”
Isabel Kelly, assistant 
deputy minister in 
charge of long term care, 
says while ministry plans 
will “alleviate problems 
completely” in three 
years, those facilities 
don’t improve the 
cuijent situation.
“It (Gillain) doesn’t 
meet licensing standards 
for the elderly but in
light of current Victoria 
needs, we’ve been asked 
to look at it again,” she 
said Friday.
Gillain Manor could 
provide an “interim 
solution” but it would 
be a costly one she said.
Gillain program 
director Dr. Cecil Brown 
said Friday, with leasing 
costs of the now-vacant 
building at S30,000 a 
month, a decision on its 















OPEN Mon.-Sat. 9:30 - 5;30
Aiyce’s Fashions
Comer of Wallace & West Saanich Rd.
(at the Stop Lights)
7105 W. Saanich Rd.
Phone 652-3143
“DOUBLE lilMTASf










Do you think that Health Food Stores are expensive when compared to the Super­
markets?
It so, - please read on
OURPRiCE
Baking Yeast .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.95 lb.
Wheat Germ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49 lb.
Thompson Raisins .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.79 lb.
SUPERMARKET
8.80 lb. UP 198%
Peanuts Roasted. 















and many, many more items
Can you really afford io 
pay Supermarket prices?
P.S. Tha pries ol our bulk herbs and spices; 
will astound you compared to Ihe Supermarket 
-prices.'- -












Manning Press (604) 656-0171
982.3 • 3rd Street,
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Sat., Feb. 21st is
LADIES’ NIGHT
Tickets available at Front Counter
THE VICTORIA AIRPORT
’^aveIodge
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
Central Sanich zoning comittee Monday turned 
dow'n a Brentwood man’s bid to rezone his 21,600 
square foot lot at the corner of Carmel Way and 
Marchant.
Municipal planner Gay Wheeler ■ said Cliff 
Petford’s property could split into two lots of || 
10,760 square feet apiece, but Petford wants to 
subdivide into three lots of about 7,200 square 
feet apiece. J
Petford is curently zoned minimum 8,400 ||
square feet, and the typical lot sizes in the area 
range from about 9,000 square feet to 12,000 
square feet, Wheeler said. |
Mayor Dave Hill said it would be a mistake to | 
rezone the land, while Aid. Trevor Jones said, | 
‘there should be a really good reason for taking it 




Concerned about environmental hazards from /' 
live-aboards boats moored outside marinas in 
municipal foreshore. North Saanich’s zoning 
committee is investigating controlling boats by 
issuing permits.
Aid. Edgar Farthing told a recent committee 
meeting “five or so” boats are permanently 
moored in municipal foreshore, but do not pay 
any tax equivalent to municipal property tax.
In addition, he said the municipality has no 
control over where the boats moor. While the 
numbers are currently small, escalation could 
pose some environrnental concerns, he said.
However, The Review has since learned there 
are no permanent Tive-aboard boats moored in 
municipaT foreshore, though there are live- 
aboards in local marinas.
But Farthing said Friday he still plans to 
proceed with his licencing scheme, to ensure it is 
in place should the problem arise.
He said licencing wouldn’t affect transient 
boaters, those mooring no longer than perhaps 30 
days in the calendar year. Should live-aboard 
boats wish to moor longer, they would then pay 
an as yet unspecified amount for each month’s 
occupation and would be assigned a precise 
• mooring location.
Farthing told committee he contacted the 
provincial government for its response and was 
told terms of the municipal foreshore leasing 
agreement allow issuing licences and collecting 
fees.
“The way is clear” to consider the licencing 
scheme, Farthing declared.
However, municipal clerk Ted Fairs questioned 
Farthing’s interpretation of the provincial 
government’s response. Fairs suggested instead 
the municipality might have to give up its 
foreshore lease and hand it over to the boat 
owner.
Farthing disagreed, emphasizing the gover­
nment seemed to indicate licencing would be no 
problem under the foreshore agreement. “Our 
aim-is trying to prevent people from coming in 
and setting up permanent mooring in front of 
someone’s home," he said.
Aid. Jay Rangel said he couldn’t disagree with 
that move, but questioned whether the licencing 
plan would “legitimize" permanent mooring in 
municip.al waters and attract live-aboards from 
around the province.
But Farthing responded, “Just as we say wc 
could is.suc a permit, we could refuse a per­
mit. . .we could have right of refusal.’’
By CAROL BERGER |
[Staff Writer] |
Saanich school trustees have rejected a task I 
force report on bargaining policy and will seek | 
improvements in current policies while j 
maintaining, “schools are essential services. ^ 
After more than one year’s preparation, the ^ 
B.C. School Trustees’ Association task force | 
study offers two bargaining alternatives. The i 
first assumes school closure does not con­
stitute an immediate emergency and that local i 
autonomy is of paramount importance.
Suggested policies include the right to strike 
and lockout, the right to bargain locaUy and 
the right to a mutually agreed upon method of 
contract settlement, including arbitration and 
conciliation.
Alternative two takes the view that school 
closure does constitute an immediate
emergency and that avoidance of work 
stoppages is of prime importance.
Policies recommended include mandatory 
: arbitration, restriction of teacher salary 
i bargaining to salaries and bonuses oi)ly, a 
central school board labor relations
( association with mandatory membership and 
I mandatory membership in an accredited 
I bargaining unit.
I “I don’t know what to tell them other than 
I ‘a plague on all your houses and it’s time to 
I appoint another task committee’,” said
I chairman Gerry Kristiansen.
I One by one trustees spoke out rejecting both 
I alternatives and one by one, trustees declined 
I to present the board’s view as required to the 
Vancouver Island Branch BCSTA meeting 
I Feb. 14 in Nanaimo.
“If you do bargain on threat of strike or 
lockout, the one with the most financial 
backing usually wins,” said trustee John Betts.
Trustee Rubymay Parrott referred to
I Poland’s current strikes — “That’s where 
Canada was in the 20’s,” she said.
“Somehow we should be able to come to a 
better means of solving problems.”
“In the educational field the only pressure 
§ you have to settle a dispute is the political 
pressure,” said Kristiansen.
^ He said the first alternative “makes a 
' mockery of the normal adversary position” 
V and would “create anarchy throughout the
II province.”
While rejecting regional bargaining he also 
1 threw out mandatory membership in a 
collective bargaining group. Kristiansen called 
1 such membei^hipo “dangerous” in light of 
,. recent failed "attempts by both Victoria and 
Nanaimo school boards to withdraw mem- 
§ bership from accredited bargaining groups.
Because Betts will attend the BCSTA branch 









Thieves with a 
weakness for cashew 
nuts and store equip­
ment made off with 
several thousands 
dollars worth of goods 
in Brentwood Bay this, 
past weekend.
Central Saanich police 
are now investigating 
bieak-ins at the Can- 
dyman and Kapteyn 
Hair Salon in Brent­
wood Village Square.
nUNBI




Fobriiary 2, 3, 4 and 5 at Parkland School, Cos! is $4.00 per per­
son and Deadlinrj (or Entry is Thursday, January 29.
HAWAII DAZE
Wodnosday ovoning, Fobriiary 10 at Panorama 
Loisuro Contro. Come in out o( our loui February 
weather Into a “Tropical Paradise” - Swim In our 
tiowor-lilled pool or laze around the pool deck 
with a cooi tropical drink! Regular adrrassion,
1981 BROO^ALl TOURNAliENT
Fobruary 21, B:00 to 12:00 midnighl. A great way 
to spend a Saturday night!
All you need is a minimum ol six players (three male and three letTiale). a pair ot 
sneakers, an old broom and helmet each, and lots ol enthusiasm! Every team is 
guaranteed two games and a social will (ollow Ihe linal game. Cost is $25.00 per 
iuiiiii rtiiU uutiUiiMU lu! Liliiy IS luUiUuly 13.
FOR MORE INFORMATION GALL 656-7271 
1885 FOREST PARK DR.
(H 8(t Wi gjjj
CRUISE TRAVEL AGENCY OPENS
Cemmindur Alti Q. KllpilrIcK, Prtildtnl i» 
plt(»»d (• tnnuvMi th* »i»*nin| at P*Url» 
Tr«v«| ltd., which will ip«clill|« In cruUi 
tri»il, Th* Miniitr !• Dinnli H. Fiirnlih, 
C.T.C. ICtrtrtltd Tr**»l C«uni»ll«r), whn hai 
«»tr 30 i%*n tiiMrltnc* In piittntnr-thlp- 
pine, ilrlliM ulti and tratal aiinc; winaia- 
want. Dnraan L Klip*- 
IHch, I8«D, ptychalo,
Klil-cantulUnt la tha 










loeht larward (a raniwini 
acnualntanca with pravlom 
tiiantt ll PtbHi AiimiIm, 
marina Iniuranca ipKlallih.
Cad Palam far tha hat) In 
orwUlni.
Chief Bob Miles says 
the culprits, believed to 
be juveniles, smashed in 
the Candy'man’s front 
door and then took 
electronic scales valued 
at $2,060, a cash 
register, $200 in cash 
and to pounds of cashew 
nuts.
From Kapteyn Hair 
Salon, a cash register 











Saanicli school district 
11 investigate the
development of career 
education Within the
community and the
possibility of acquiring a 
building for student use.
Suggc.sted for such use 
by trustee Rubymay 
Parrott was the now-
/kacant Trident hangar in 
^islorth Saanich.
"I understand it’s 
nvuilnblc for $1 a year 
from the feds.” said 
Parrott.
Parrott asked that 
.staff research the 
>uiivcpt of "fti-sl luiad'j 
student industrial 
education in conjunction 
with a possible racillty 
for siudeuth.
Pi'- ^
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Sapporo Ichiban. Assorted
lOOgPkgs.
Stainless Steel with Copper Bettem
-- - - - - - - - - - - ---- —-- - - - - - --
California Grown.
3 Piece Set* ■ * * 1^1*07 hcl * * ■ •
Tomato Soup .
Campbell’s. 10 fl. 01. (398 ml) tins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Otins
Vegetable Steamer
IJH StaWm steel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . “h
Bean Sprouts





We resolve Uiw ilgS»l tw limit'Quantities. Sales In retail Oeli.
V
c A N A D A S A F E W A Y LIMITED
r
SHELTERED FISHING in our SAFE 
BOATS — LOW Spring Rates.
BOAT OWNERS -
Scrape & Paint your Hull here
Use of our ways - *20““ per day
UP TO 30 FEET
BRENTWOOD BAY BOAT RENTALS
(Bottom of Verdier, beside Feny Dock)
Phone 652--i0i4
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Peninsula Sharks 
make up for slow start
DRIVER TRAINING






To Help You Get Your Drivers’ Licence & Pass Your 
Road Test. Evenings 656-4i05
After a slow start — only two ties and two 
losses for the season — the Peninsula Sharks 
division 8 soccer club put together two back-to- 
back wins.
The Sharks kicked off their winning ways Jan. 
17 at Centennial park with a 3-1 victory over 
visiting Juan de Fuca. The Sharks gave a solid 
effort throughout the opened the scoring on 
Jerry Cross’ marker early in the first half. But 
Juan de Fuca stormed back to even the match, 
and the score remained tied for the remainder of 
the opening half.
The Sharks then dominated in the second half 
on the strength of Westley Nelson’s two goals, 
and rode to victory.
Meanwhile, last Saturday at Montary Park in
Cordova Bay, Ryan Donald’s three-goal outburst 
propelled the Sharks to an easy 5-1 win over Bays’ 
United.
Playing with a new-found confidence, the 
Sharks took an early lead on Donald’s two 
markers in the first half and never looked back.
United managed a goal in the first half, but 
couldn’t keep the pressure on locals. The second 
half was much the same, with Donald’s third goal 
coming early. Mike Palamar and Nelson rounded 
out Sharks’ scoring.
Meanwhile, Scott Werhun made some key 
saves whenever Bay’s United forged downfield, 
and Alasdair Campbell, Andrew Ens, Terry 
James and Blair Philpott all had strong games on 
defence.'
Flitter fires win
Mark Putter’s two 
goals sparked Peninsula 
Rovers to a 2-1 come-
from-behind victory 
against Juan de Fuca 
Mouldings Saturday on
THE COST IS THE SA^E
TO YOU
Whether you buy your Autoplan decals 
and plates at the Motor Vehicle Branch or 
from your local ICBC Agent listed below.
F®r Friendly; iffIcieiit Service and Advice, 
let Penaid and Tem Sparling look 
after yoyr Autoplan renewaS.
: ©PEH SATURDAYS 1© - 5
Estate ltd.
eacon Ave., Sidney, B.C. 
let. 658-5511
SERVING SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH SINCE 1925.
Carolyn’s Vacation 




On a package or on your own, either way you can 
enjoy the magical Aloha Islands. Explore a coral 
reef, ride a giant wave or just laze on a palm fringed 
beach. For tun lovers there is the action packed 
playground ot Waikiki. For sun, sand and the relax­
ing Hawaiian way — Maui. Discover your own sun 
filled beach! Call Carolyn at
S<^rvices Utd
1207 Verdier, Brentwood Bay
652-3981
a waterlogged pitch in 
division 7D soccer 
action.
In an exciting game, a 
much-improved Peter 
Buitendyk stood out on 
attack for the Rovers. 
The halfback line of Tim 
Byford, Ian Caldwell 
and David Monnette 
broke up the Mouldings 
attack, while fullbacks 
Geoff Morrison and 
Andy Stewart swept up 
Mouldings players who 
managed to break 
through.
The game was fast- 
paced from the 
beginning and play 
swung from end to end 
with the Rovers igniting 
several breakaways in 
the second half.
The Rovers next meet 
Peninsula Leopards this 
Saturday at 11 a.m. at 
Sidney elementary 
school field.
Parkland forward bursts through to basket for two more 
points en route to 36-28 win over Dunsmuir in junior boys 
action last week. Ron Norman Photo
Parkland^s aii top
With no opposition in 
sight. Parkland’s senior 
girls basketball team has 
ended the season’s first 
round robin in first 
place.
Dunsmuir fell to 
Parkland Jan. 20 44-35 
even though Parkland’s 
entire strength rested on 
five players. Coach
Marg Mainwaring says 
due to illness and injury 
the usual squad of nine 
players fell short.
Guard Gill Poole 
overwhelmed Dunsmuir 
with 27 points followed 
by forward Michele 
Williams with nine.
Parkland stands at 
four wins and no losses
followed by Stelly’s
Stingers with three wins 
and one loss.
With exams this week 
at Parkland, Panthers 
will take Wednesday 
practice at North
Saanich school in
preparation for a 
Thursday game against 





Sailing Club Results 
Jan. 1/81 - 8 miles
1 - PAGIFIC GOLD 6 - TEMENOS 
■ 2 - BOUDOCCA : 7 YWINDLESS H
■v3l- CAL-LORRL 8 - MADELEINE
4 - ST. SHAMROCK " 9 - PACIFIC LADY
5 - DYSTOCIA; : 10 - VAGRANT, ^
Racing Starts Sat , Feb. 7th






Are you like most fishermen and grumble whenever you 
reel In a dogfish? Here are some hints to help save the 
day; 1) Salmon often teed in the same area — so keep try­
ing. 2) Try trolling a little taster— this will make it more 
ditticulL tor the dogfish to roll over and attack the bait. 3) 
Artificial lures usually attract salmon rather than dogfish. 
4) Watch out tor the dogfish’s sharp teeth and spiked tail 
when unhooking your lure. 5) If you find yourself with a 
dogfish on the end of your line remember — they’re edi­




A Great Step Forward 
The answer to Storage Problems 
Assembles in Seconds
4 ft. Ladder ’89.50
5 ft & 6 fi also available. 










g|taKpi«». Factory Authorized Repair Shop tor
merCruim. OMC
Also VOLVO RCPAm
‘Spring Service on Drive ‘Engine Rebuiit
‘Tune Up ‘Hydrauiic Trim Tabs
‘New & Rebuiit Sterndrivo ‘Fresh Water Cooiing Kits
‘Re-Power — Spring Speciai—
One Fuii Year Warranty when we rebuiid your engine or drive
656-1221




• Paint and hardware store ooen. till4:30 seven davs a
I, L J' Li
2075 Tryon Rd., Sidney 
at Westport Marina Fri. 9-5 Sat. Sun. 9-2
BBBIM
HU n O 1= R B i O D
yiPI GH T ^'SRLIHS
THE TIDiS OIIIBE
Brought to you through the courtesy of
,,,,.fcab mm
“***• • ***•• power
6S6-7286 10431 Resthaven
(corner Harbour Rd. & Rc.stli.iven|
PULFORD HARBOVR 
rinieN .Shown »rc “Stniulnrd Tlmc.s"
33’ HUGHES
Atomic 4 ■ Large complement 
of Sails & Electronics — This 
is an excellent sailing & Cruis­
ing boat, should be seen to be 
appreciated,




Date Time Ft. Time Ft. Time I-l. Time Ft.
Jan. 29 Thu. 0210 8.5 0430 8.4 1100 10.4 1855 4.3
Jnn. 30 Fri. 0315 9.3 0605 9.0 1125 10.2 1925 3.6
Jan. 31 Sat. 0410 9.8 0740 9,4 1200 10.1 2010 2.9
Feb. 1 Sun. 0445 10.2 0845 9.4 1240 lO.l 2045 2.3
Feb. 2 Mon. 0515 10.5 0935 9.3 1330 10.0 2125 1.8
Feb.3 Tuc. 0540 10.7 1015 9.1 1400 10.0 2200 1.5
Feb. 4 Wed. 0600 10,9 1055 8.8 1505 " 10.0 2235 1.4
Due to activity on resale boats wo are short of listings and have clients In­






2300 Canoe Covo Road 




!M 1 || ' 1 Safe,
i' I Vintble,m ^ 1 fnctifiil
li‘l E
i ■ SKCM
•Twin Hull Contfniction 
•Levil Foam Floitalion 
•Dptioni;
■efo40li.p.
‘Built-in fith tank 
•Gantn coniole 
•Slalaty rails
•Snivel taptaln'i chain d
’1800®®
II you'ro conjldcrlng an 
open runabout, there is 
nothing botlor,




•NOW IS THE TIME to bring your b6at to us for winter 
servicing
1 •Dry land storago and haul outs 
•Authorized repair shop for
Johnson, OMC, Volvo, Morcrulsor 
•Allspeed Aluminum Trailer at clearance prices.
J0134 McDonald Park Rd. 
Sidney 656-7023
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VANCOUVER CANUCKS have been Finding 
it more difficult to get points but' many of their 
heartened fans believe it is a slump instead of a 
levelling off. The reality is that there are at least 
eight clubs with more talent than the Canucks and 
at least as many more with just as much potential. 
The real racing has begun, and the Canucks can 
count it a fine season if they are as high as ninth 
overall when schedule play ends. . . although not 
much has been said about it recently don’t 
discount the possibility of a player strike in major 
league baseball this year. . .curling rocks are 
mighty expensive, and they could suddenly get 
mighty scarce, too, if the game ever catches on in 
Japan. The missionary work is being done and it 
could happen. . . it could also come to pass that 
Pete Rose will end his playing career in Japan. 
He’ll be 42 when his contract with Philadelphia 
Phillies ends and it’s been said he plans to accept 
a two-year Japanese offer at $1.5 million 
per. . .there are also other sports opportunities in 
the East. Dean Tolson, probably a record-holder 
because of being cut by seven National Basketball 
Association clubs, recently headed for Manila to 
play for a team named Gilbey’s Gin. It may not 
sound like much of an opportunity but basketball 
is big in the Phillipines with the average at­
tendance in Tolson’s new league reported at more 
than 30,000, about two and a half times more 
than in the NBA.. .and the NBA did Nelson 
Skalbania a favor by not selling him a franchise 
for Vancouver. It is extremely doubtful if 
basketball would sell there under the best of 
circumstances, and there would be an also-ran 
team plus declining interest in most league cities. 
Attendance is down 10 percent with 16 of the 23 
clubs drawing fewer fans than they did last 
season. . . California Angels have made so many 
bad deals over the years that sports-writer John 
Streger was moved to comment that owner Gene 
Autry was miscast as a cowboy hero in his movie 
days. “He,” wrote Steger,” should have been a 
Stage-coach driver since he’s been held up so 
often.”
RICK LAPOINTE is one of the reasons St. 
Louis Blues has emerged as a solid NHL club. 
One acknowledgement for the young Victoria 
veteran came in a St. Louis Sporting News story 
which said “And the key man on defence has 
been Rick LaPdinte, who suddenly seems to be 
coming into his own. A‘. . disregard any story 
which informs that Mike Bossy has the NHL 
record for goals-per-game average. That’s a 
career record, and Bossy, who has just turned 24,
is likely to be trying for it for a few more seasons. 
There are 28 players who have averaged at least a 
goal a game for an NHL season, a list headed by 
Joe Malone, who scored 44 goals for Montreal 
Canadians in the 20 games of the 1917/18 
schedule. . . and it beats me why 50 goals in 50 
games is considered a record and so much fuss is 
being made about it now. It was a record when 
the NHL schedule was only 50 games long. It has 
since been at 60, 70 and 80 games and the record 
that matters now is for 80 games. . . tennis buffs 
get a chance to watch Billie Jean King, Pam 
Shriver and Virginia Wade, and a number of 
other top-notchers, in the Seattle Avon Cham­
pionships Feb. 23 - March 1. . . purse money at 
the Sandown standardbred meeting this year will 
be increased by an average of $3,000 a day and 
operator Jim Keeling feels finding stall space 
could be a major problem this summer. . . 
meanwhile, support for the pacers continues to 
grow at Cloverdale. The daily average for this 
year is more than $400,000 and with the new 
single-day mutuel high at $534,559, there should 
be a $600,000 handle on closing day, perhaps 
sooner. . . baseball history certainly would have 
been much different if colored players hadn’t 
been barred until 1947. Research by author John, 
Holway for his book Voices from the Great Black 
Baseball Leagues took in 445 exhibition games 
between black and major league teams played 
prior to 1948, and the record showed the major
leaguers won only 40 per cent of them. . .
« «
SLICK WATTS, once probably the most 
popular of the Seattle SuperSonics, has been 
playing with the Anchorage Northern Knights of 
the Continental Basketball Association. . . 16 
National Football League quarterbacks passed 
for more than 3,000 yards last season, but that 
accomplishment, once considered rare, didn’t 
always bring success. Sbe of the 16 were on losing 
clubs with a combined 26-68-2 record. . ■. because 
his dad is a football nut a Florida youngster has 
been sentenced to go through life as Geimonia 
Jaworski GrifFin. He was named to honor 
halfback Louie Giammona and quarterback Ron 
Jaworski of the Philadelphia Eagles but the eider 
Griffin didn’t do too well with his phonetic 
version of Giammona. . .not everyone thinks 
justice was served when Canadian pitching star 
Ferguson Jenkins was found guilty of possession 
of cocaine but not given any punishment. His 
baseball ability shouldn’t entitle him to different 
treatment than would be accorded a non-athlete 
or someone not prominent in any sport.. . . their 
4-12 finish last season brought Seattle Seahawks 
the fourth pick in the next NFL draft but only a 
slight improvement in what was the league’s 
toughest schedule. They get three new opponents 
and a second game with New York Jets in a 
change which brings Pittsburgh Steelers, Cin­
cinnati Bengals and Green Bay Packers and lops 
New England Patriots, Philadelphia Eagles,' 
Dallas Cowboys and Washington Redskins. • . an 
average of more than two home runs a game have 
been hit in the Seattle Kingdome in the last four 
seasons but Seattle Mariners have been out- 
honored 389-295. . . Jack Short will appreciate 
the embarrassment of Bay Meadows track an­
nouncer Ted Creed, who had his program turned 
to the fifth race when the fourth started and had/ 
the field midway through the backstretch when he 





It’s not hard to figure out that if you don’t put 
the ball through the hoop, you won’t win many 
basketball games — no matter how many shots 
you take.
That’s why Stelly’s senior girls basketball team 
dropped a heartbreaking 31-28 decision to 
Victoria High in the final of Reynolds tour­
nament over the weekend.
Stelly’s girls played tough defence — allowing 
Vic High just 31 points. But it managed only 28 
points itself — converting only eight of 53 shots 
for a 15 per cent shooting average. And that 
wasn’t good enough to win.
Both teams did not score well in the opening 
half, with Vic High taking a three point, 12-9 lead 
into the locker room at the half. Melinda Scott- 
Poison led Stelly’s scoring with 13 points.
Earlier in the tournament, Stelly’s opened with 
a 41-21 drubbing of Esquimau. Heather Gill and 
Shaunne O’Brien led Stelly’s with 13 and 11 
points, respectively. Stelly’s led 21-12 at the half, 
and never looked back.
■ In the semi-final against Ladysmith, Stelly’s 
swept to an 18-10 halftime lead, but squandered it 
in the second half and very nearly lost the game. 
It managed to hold on for a 37-35 win.
Ladysmith’s surprise comeback was sparked by 
a tough press against Stelly’s. Shaunne O’Brien 
lopped the scoring with 14 points.
O’Brien and Maria Mitchell were named to the 
tournament all-star squad.
Meanwhile, in league play last- week, Stelly’s 
pushed its record to three wins and a single loss 
when it dumped Lambrick 56-16 Jan. 22 and 
clobbered Reynolds 42-i 1 Jan. 20.
Lorna Mosher and Melinda Scott-Poison 
scored 14 points apiece to spearhead Stelly’s 
attack against Lambrick, and Poison’s 10 points 




Peninsula Eagles and 
Prospect Lake Esso 
Service fought to a 2-2 
draw Saturday in 
division 6A soccer 
action. John Hermsen 
connected for the first 
Eagles’ counter, while 
John Carley fired the 
tying marker.
The Eagles’ next game 
goes 11 a.m. Saturday at 
Centennial Park when 




Parkland junior boys 
basketball bettered its 
Sooke-Saanich league 
standings with a win 
Jan. 20 against Dun­
smuir.
Led by Randy 
Millwater who scored 17 
points. Parkland 
downed Dunsmuir 36- 
28.
Parkland now holds 





'k 1 Sports (Suit Type) Jacket 
k 1 Pair Pants or Slacks 
k 1 Light Weight Sweater 
k 1 Plain Skirt 
k 2 Ties
$ |79
YOUR CHOICE I each
20% Discount





© WATCH REPAIRS 
©DIAMOND
APPRAISALS








23§4 Beacon Ave.^ Sidney 8§0-
Craig, Doug 'outstanding'
Saturday soccer play 
ended in a scoreless draw 
for Peninsula Warriors 
versus Trevor Drywall of 
Prospect Lake in 
division 6C competition.
Warriors manager Ian 
Scott reports Craig 
White and Doug Scott as 
outstanding players, 
both putting in a gopd
steady game.
Warriors next meet 
Gordon Head Westcoast 
Savings at Centennial 
Park Saturday at 11 
a.m. In a make-up game 
Sunday, Warriors meet 
Bay’s United Newport 
Meals in Centennial 
Park at 1:30 p.m.
FENCING LTD.
All kinds ol lencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.
“Good Fences Make Good 
Neighbours”





Baking has been our business 
since 1903








smmi OF WE WEEK
Thurs., Fri. & Saturday 5 - 9 p.m. a c
CHICKEN CORDON BLEU .
Boneless Chicken Breast stullod with Ham and ChQGsn and served will! 
Scandia baked Potato, Vegetable and Roll,
for Dining in a Cosy Atmosphere
TUBS. ■ FRIDAY 10 am - 9 pm lunch
SATURDAY 10 am to 10 pm -licenced- dinner
FOR YOUR COmENIEmE:
BRENTWOOD BAY PHARiACY
WILL BE OPEN SUNDAYS
12 “ 4 p.m.
BEGINNING FEB. 1st
for all your PrescripHon 
and Sundry Needs
7181 West Saanich Rd.












1981 Price - *379.95 






for moving local & one way. 
Low Rates.
with offices across Canada 
and the U.S.A.
Ilyilor mmm It's most desler, Brentwood (sso, 
located on the Soankh Peninsula.
AUS
SUPER LAWNMOWER
5481 Hamsterly Rd. KfiiuimyiiiTnuiMi''Wtufiyou'm th« tin«U — li'l lliira to t)« Humlilfl" 658-8882
Cut tlllB 
ad ou t and
nave 10% on local & 
one way tnickfl for moving,






















#2 Hanger ■ Victoria Int Airport 6564522
Nunn tops
J them all
B. Nunn of the Credit Union league topped all 
bowlers this week at Miracle Lanes with a 781 
triple and 304 single. Other top bowlers this week 
included Tuesday Commercial league’s H.' Harris 
with a 689/322, J. Stechman at 668/268, and M. 
Hayward at 679/286.
From the Legion league it was Colleen Riddell 
with a 686 triple and 283 single, while K. Soles 
had a 656/245.
Joy Scott of Thursday Commercial action hit 
the 700 mark with a 749/293, while in Ladies 
league play Eleanor Hacker had a 628/255. Pat 
Henn had 668/264 in the same league, 
league.
In Golden Age action it was Bob McCormick 
on top with a 672/266, Mabel Jones at 616/240, 
Pat Niven at 608/260, and Jean Callow with 
626/242.
Youth Bowling Council action saw Andrew 
Dean and Kriski Rosko lead seniors with 613/237, 
and 611/256, respectively. Junior action saw 
Randy Mathews with 491/207 and April Nunn 
with 451/182, while Bantams were led by Chris 
Yonker at 400/215, and Julianna Rangel at 
396/159.
Anita Budd topped Pee Wees with a 261/160, 






has reopened under 
NEW MANAGEH^ENT
CALL IN
To Try Our Famous 
CLAM CHOWDER 
HOMEMADE PIES 
HAMBURGER & CHIPS 
LIGHT MEALS 
& SANDWICHES
7 a m. to 4 p.m. IVion. to Fri.
955a CAHORAHO. 556-4191
Peninsula Eagles 
midget B squad put up a 
strong offensive against 
Oak Bay Jan. 19 but not 
strong enough with the 
final score 5-3 in Oak 
Bay’s favor.
For the Eagles, Greg 
Spicer led scoring with 
two goals assisted by 
teammates Rick Puckett
and Tim Shumka. Jeff 
Shaw led game scoring 
with an unassisted goal.' ■
Oak Bay goals made 
by Marty O’Neil, Mike 
Kurlyo, Ron Poulon, 
Chris Kazianchuk and 
Ken O’Hara.
Sunday’s scheduled 
home game was can­
celled.so under coach A1 
Timmin’s direction. 





Association is now 
awaiting clarification of 
Winnipeg’s Lions 
tournament regulations. 
If eligible. Eagles will be 
on their way to the 
prestigious tourney at 
spring break.
1981 DIRECTORY OF SERVICES
LISTING OVER 500 AGENCIES IN THE CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT 
COVERING ‘HEALTH ‘SOCIAL SERVICES ‘RECREATION 
Price $9.00 (incl. tax) when picked up at 524 Yales Street (Health Dept.) or 
$11.00 (Incl. tax) when mailed
Photographs can fool you. Here Peninsula Oldtimers goalie Herb Dragert looks 
beaten as he scrambles back to net to stop puck from crossing line. However, 
puck actually went through crease though Dragert was scored on three other times 
in this opening game of oldtimers hockey tournament on weekend.
Oldtimers whacked
MAIL ORDER FORM
PLEASE SEND _ _ _ ■ COPIES OF THE DIRECTORY OF
SERVICES
AT $11.00 PER COPY TOt-
(Please Print)
MAILTOt-
CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICE 
P.O. DRAWER 1000 
VICTORIA, B.C.
V8W 2S6






Oldtimers dropped all 
three qualifying games 
in the 76-team Labatts 
Pacific Cup Oldtimers 
Hockey Tournament 
here over the weekend. 
Still, the local oldies 
gave it their best shot.
Placed in the “F” 
division (lowest) of the 
six-division tournament, 
the peninsula club still 
found competition stiff, 
but very nearly came 
away with a win in their 
first outing Friday 
morning.
They lost that game 3- 
2 to Druids Inn of North 
Delta — but only after 
losing an early two-goal 
lead. Mike Nunn with 
help from Ed Achtzner 
posted the first 
Peninsula marker and an 
early 1-0 lead, while 
teammate Dennis 
Fimrite, set up by Tom 
Ringrouse, gave the 
locals a 2-0 lead shortly 
after.
The locals were lucky 
to end up two goals in 
front, especially after a 
Delta forward ripped a 
shot past goalie Herb 
Dragert and off the
crossbar.
But Dragert stayed on 
his feet well during the 
match and came up big 
for the peninsula golden 
oldies. Druids tied the 
game in the second 
period — both goals 
came with the peninsula 
club a man short.
In the second match 
later Friday, Elburn 
Ottewell notched an 
una.ssisted marker as 
peninsula squad went 
down 3-1 to Port Atest 
Pioneers, behind goalie 
Brian Storrier.
The final game 
Saturday morning saw
the Oldtimers ripple the 
nets four times, but give ■ 
up seven goals en route ' 
to a 7-4 loss to 
Yellowhead Inn.
Bob Readings picked 
up the first peninsula 
goal with Ken Allen 
getting the assist. He was 
followed by Ottewell 
from Laurie Dunn and 
Achtzner, Dunn from 
Achtzner, and Mike 
Nunn from Dennis 
Fimrite and Terry 
Farrant.
Saanich Warriors 
went on to take the 
division title in the finals 
Sunday afternoon.
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY 9:30 to 4:30
Bed Buy on Wood Heaters
Woodcraft Woodburning ‘Pyramid’ Style 
Heater Heater
Period (or homo or collago, Comes Foaluros'airllghl'soalod doors lor el 
wllh 2 doors and a screen. Doubles as llcloni long burnliiQ. Heavy slooi con- 
a cooking unit also, sirucllon. Heals up lo 1400 sq. II,
89 349®®Each
J , J (, Now Rodiiced loi3S9 299®®
Best Buy on 
Plywood & 
Particle Board
Best Buy on Lumber
CEDAR
FENCING
', ..A- i : -'"f'
i 'Ti - 
T'T4;:r PL 8 1
Vi’
1*6x4 It, Cedar. . . . . . . . . OHLvBB m.
FENCE PACKAGE 1*8*8 ft. Cedar. . . . . . . . 0HlT^2^^l.
4 ft. high Good Neighbor Fence $925
Wllh 1x6 Cedar Roaids 2x4-10 ll. 4*4*6 ft. Cedar S4S. . . . . . ,0NtV O
rails, 011 Cedar iinsis anii i i b »
galvaniriid n.nls, 4*4*6 It.
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Ceiling Tile |
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Pkg. of 6 Econo Shids 949
Only
★ NO LONG LINE-UPS
★ PERSONAL ATTENTION TO YOUR INSURANCE NEEDS
★ AUTOPLAN RENEWALS PROCESSED SPEEDILY, 
EFFICIENTLY AND WITH A CHEERFUL SMILE!
★ THE BEST SERVICE COSTS NO MORE!
Best Buy on 
Suspended Ceiling B* Main
169i rich
39'....Ceiling Tile Grid J'CiohT
Muial fiiiiipumiwl ttttiuig xyslwn 
(.'cmmnw;ai awl nasy m inm.in B'Wall Angle 99'....
Best Buy on Roofing
ROOFING
Duroid Shingles
Nu, |. IJoilll,li bull . . . . . . LliHhjn i. l-inw . .q.
ggriq, ii 'Aiitoiouri. $1123 
iiuibtk, ; Ndwoitiy Jll pwiw»«*
50 lb. Rolled Roofing $|18B
inn r.y it plwk >.nly ONIY JL A
DO lb. Rolled Roofing SICKS
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Tiny solar bicycle is only one of its kind on peninsula and was 
given to Don Phillips of Harvey's Bicycles on Beacon as 
Christmas gift by staff.
Parks levy increase approved
Sidney council came to a compromise with 
Hotel Sidney Monday night following a written 
protest by manager Denis Paquette on an increase 
in licence fees.
Paquette wrote the new fee for the hotel would 
increase from $360 tp $2,500 — a hike he con­
sidered “outrageous” and suggested council 
phase in the increase over three years.
A motion by Aid. Ross Martin that it be phased 
in over a two-year period was carried.
The fee is based on sales volume. It’s the first 
licence increase for 10 years.
In other council business:
•Following a Capital Regional Board parks 
staff presentation last week, council voted for an 
increase in the annual parks levy, from one-half 
to three-quarters of a mill.
Sealey guest speaker
Sidney-North Saanich chamber of commerce 
will hold its annual installation of officers dinner 
Thursday at Glen Meadows Golf and Country 
Club on McTavish Road.
Guest Speaker will be Norma Sealey, Sidney 
mayor and Capital Regional District chairman, 
with officer installation by North Saanich Mayor 
Eric Sherwood.
•Council moved op a recommendation from 
Aid. Ben Ethier that a proposal dogs be allowed 
in parks be denied. Aid. Stan Bamford s>to- 
pathized with R. Bartley, whose suggestion came 
in letter to council last week, but said it would 
create more problems than it would solve.
•A recommendation by Sidney’s firechief that 
the town employ a fulltime fire inspector will be 
investigated further by committee B.
•Council was puzzled by a letter and recom­
mendation from North Saanich council
suggesting the addition of a public works 
chairman to the two municipalities’ joint library 
committee and a request that a meeting be 
arranged between North Saanich and the “local 
librarian” with an invitation to Sidney to attend 
the meeting.
Council agreed that if there was a problem it 
was at the “North Saanich end” and with cries of 
“let’s get the library on the road” agreed town 




Winner of an afghan 
rafficd by the Canadian 
Diabetic Association 
was Mrs. Audrey Smith, 
Victoria. Proceeds from 
the raffle — $125 — 
goes to diabetic 
research. An association 
spokesman thanks 





Sealed Tenders, marked: “Building Demolition" John 
Road Barn, 10380 John Road, Sidney, B.C. will be received 
up to 3:00 p.m. local time the 18th day ol February 1981, 
and those available at that time will be opened in public at 
the Building Managers Office, 805 Cloverdale Avenue, 
Victoria, B.C.
Tender documents may be obtained at the above address 
after 9:00 a.m. on the 30th day of January 1981.
Tenders must be filed on the forms provided, in sealed, 
clearly marked envelopes.





Macrame Swag Lamps 
Boudoir Lamps
BEGINNING MON., FEB. 9th
I
4454 West Saanich Rd.
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5 for *3.30 
10 for *6.50 
20 for *12.90
DEE DOTOfl OVER BAKERY
4466 W. SAANICH RD. 479-6211
NEW SHIPMENT OF 
EDWARD GOODALL and 
PENDRAY COLLECTION 
OF HASH-NOTES & CARDS
Paperhnek iind Hmkover Best Sellers
Royal Oak Centre 
4450A West Saanich Rd,
727-7A22
-t y V /!
CARDS-PUZZLES—CHILDREN'S BOOKS
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OPEN 9 to 9 IMON. THUU rm.
SORRY » STILL CLOSED SUNDAYS 
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES. WHILE STOCKS LAST.
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aAaMwi *Because they’ve discovered the convenience and full service
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It’s paradise
Continued from Page 1
trying to get across for years through 
her gardening program on CHEK 
television and the Victoria Hor­
ticultural Society.
She’s been trying to encourage 
people to “plant more true winter 
flowering things’’ - they’re in season 
and not oddities, she writes. And her 
dream is to see a public winter 
flowering garden somewhere in the 
area.
Blossoms in flower and listed: 
snowdrop, crocus, violet, primrose, 
periwinkle, Christmas Rose, winter 
heather, viola, jasmine, honeysuckle, 
polyanthus, iris, aconite, marigold, 
pansy, wallflower, daisy, forsythia, 
rose, stock, primula, chrysan­
themum, rhododendron, saxifrage, 
japonica, jonquil, carnation, forget- 
me-not, double-shasta daisy, red 
poker, gentian, cyclamen, elephant 
ears, hydranga, calendula, vibernum.
Laurentinus, escalonia, alyssium, 
anemones, snapdragon, chinadoxa, 
tritellia uniflora, dianthus, flowering 
plum. Daphne, clematis, St. 
Patrick’s cabbage, camelia, grape 
hyacinth, bergenia, . candytuft, 
berberis, hellebors, witch hazel, 
wintersweet, cornelian cherry and 
sarcococcus microphylla. Many_ of 
these are listed in different varieties 
and colors.
People entering our flower count 
included Mrs. J.E. Bosher, 2499 
Amherst; H.A. Roberts, 8012 
Turgoose Terrace; Mrs. Phyllis 
Dagger, 9551 Canora; Richard 
Gliddon, 6485 Gliddon Road; Tom 
Sowerby, 9867 - 5th Street; Mrs. 
Patricia Rogers, 8080 Thomson 
Place; Mrs. Mary Moody, 1952 
Genoa Place; Peggy Rawclisse, 2433 
Malaview; Margaret Brown, 951
Mrs. Keeping, 2281 Gail Road; Mrs.
F. McCambley, 10305 Gabriola 
Place; Mrs. D. Barton, 10850 
Inwood'Road; Mr. and Mrs. Wayne 
Humphrey, 6403 Central Saanich 
Road; Mrs. Christa-Maria Rehm, 
549 Meldrum Road; Mr. and Mrs. G. 
McConnell, 9812 Resthaven Drive; 
Mrs.'W.H. Gulliver, 7982 See Sea 
Place; Dolly E. Minckler, 5495 
Parker Ave.; Beth Bornhold, 1222 
Marin Park.
Mrs. A. Pearson, 2146 Skylark Lane; 
Mrs. E.G. Wood, 9065 Lochside 
Drive; John Williams, 10936 Fernie 
Wynd Road; Joan and Sydney 
Smith, 2049 Ardwell Ave.; Mr. and 
Mrs. C.D. Buckle, 2245 Kedge 
Anchor Road; Connie Hoff, 2114 
James White Boulevard; Mr. and 
Mrs. Ed Harvey, 4665 Falaise Drive, 
Lillian Farrell, 7963 Larkvale Drive.
Mr. and Mrs. MacNaughton, 
10214 Resthaven Drive; Paddy 
Parlby, 10070-5th Street; Mrs. L. 
Rushworth, 7183 Brentwood; Mrs. 
E. Stevens, 2442 Amherst Ave.; T.O. 
Connor, 2345 Oakville; Lynn 
Morawetz, 10720 Pat Bay Highway; 
Mrs. Phillips, 4957 Lochside; E. 
Sowerby, 9884 - 5th Street; Mrs. C. 
Kingerlee, 9626 - 4th Street; W.H. 
Wallace, 9494 Maryland; Mrs. P.S. 
Watt, 702 Lands End, Joe Schultz, 
6293 Marie Meadows; Mrs. Hondo, 
2177 Henry; Mrs. T. Herlinveaux, 
935 Birch.
Nell Horth, 10837 Deep Cove 
Road; Mrs. Judy Wetter, 1130 Maple 
Road; Wilfred and Eva Buchholz, 
1970 McTavish; Jay Rangel, Kit- 
tiwake Place; Dr. A. Griffith, 
Canora Road; Jim Cumming, Lands 
End; P. Atkinson, 8285 Lochside 
Drive; the Weeks family, Delmonte 
Ave; Mrs. Whitaker 1954 Sandover 
Cres.; and Mrs. B. Duncan, 885 
Downey.Stelly’s Cross Road.
FRAm’S PLACE
RESTAURANT & COFFEE SHOP
2138 KCStinQ X Rd. (in the seaboard Plaza)
Homestyle Cooking 
Lunch Specials Daily 
FISK & CHIPS 4:30 to S:30




Dan Holder joined Sidney volunteer fire 
department in 1977 and has completed the. 
provincial emergency medical aid course for 
ambulance attendant. A resident of Sidney for the 
past six years, Dan has lived on the peninsula all 
his life and is a graduate of Claremont school.
The first major fire in which he was involved 
was destruction of a large barn; of the many 
ambulance calls he’s responded to, the most 
unusual and tragic involved a murder victim.
A machinist employed with Armour Welding 
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SPEOIAL: L@ cyfottior joaiis
«Sizes 26 to 34 




0pen 9^;30 a;m. to 6:30 p.m. SANSCHA HALL 656-5316
OPEh
Kw!.-Ttiar8.
10 - 5:30 p.m. 
Fridays 
10 ■ 9 p.m. 
Saturday
10 ■ 6 p.m. 
Sunday
11 - 5 p.m.
JOIIATIlAi S. LTD.
^EM’S it LADIES WEAR
TRAFALGAR SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER 
BRENTWOOD BAY
652-5722 :
SERVING THE PENINSULA SINCE 1977
VISA
ALL MERCHANDISE IN STOCK!
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The Waddling Dog Inn
Patricia Hay Highway - Rescnalions 652-1146
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By RON NORMAN 
[Staff Writer]
Frank Smith could be a dead ringer for a 
professional football player. He stands a good 
six-feet, four-inches (if not more) and tips the 
scales at well over 200 pounds. His hands are the 
size of boxing gloves.
But he’s not a footballer. He’s workshop 
superintendent at the Pat Bay Institute of Ocean 
Sciences. However, on weekends from April 
through October Frank Smith is transformed and 
becomes one-half of one of the best amateur road 
racing teams in the Pacific Northwest.
The other half is his wife, Marilyn. Together, 
they’re the best husband-wife driving team 
around. If there is any question, their record 
speaks for itself.
Frank won two classes in 1980: the “D” for 
improved sedan, and the “F” for sports racing. It 
was the first time in the 25-year history of the 
International Conference of Sports Car Clubs 
that any driver has won two classes in a single 
year.
And Frank did it convincingly. He captured 10 
of 12 races in the “F” category, missing his 11th 
win by only the length of his car. The 10 wins was 
another ICSCC first, and included a stretch of 
seven in a row.
Meanwhile, Marilyn managed to hold her own. 
She finished in the top three in 10 of 12 races — 
not bad considering husband Frank was her 
major com.petitor. That record made her ICSCC 
1980 woman driver of the year.
Perhaps even more amazing is that the 
Saanichton couple rode to the top of the amateur 
racing circuit after only three years. Frank and
Newcomers to racing, 
Marilyn and Frank 
rode to top of amateur 
in three years.
Marilyn Smith, 2199 Newman, only started road 
racing in 1977 — when Frank reached 40.
That was also the year Frank decided to race 
Mini Cooper S cars, the tiny British Leyland 
model. At first, nothing appears more in­
congruous than huge Frank Smith stuffing 
himself into the tiny British car; but then you 
can’t argue with success.
Smith said he’s always liked Minis and has 
“been in and out of them since 1963.’’ In 1977 he 
bought two “street’’ Minis and raced for a year 
with Victoria Motor Sports Club.
The following year he decided to head for the 
ICSCC circuit, which includes Victoria, Van­
couver, Seattle, Portland and Spokane. But he 
didn’t just jump in feet first. Instead, he and 
Marilyn opted to crew with a Victoria Mini 
Cooper S champion.
In that initial year they learned about the care 
of their cars and the rules of entering ICSCC 
competition, ICSCC consists of all sports car 
clubs in the Pacific Northwest, explained Frank.
It includes all kinds of racing cars from the 
formula A to “production’’ cars like the Pinto, 
Honda, Rabbit, etc., and the sports racing cars 
like his modified Mini Cooper S,
The circuit runs from April through October, 
with three races a month to start, then just one 
and two races a month during the peak summer 
season, and finally three races a month in the fall 
again.
In 1979 Frank and Marilyn made the move into 
the ICSCC driving circuit, and by 1980 they were 
leading the rield.
It’s difficult lo point to any single reason for 
success, says Trank, but car preparation and an
Marilyn Smith in her white Mini Cooper S leads the pack in 1980 ICSCC amateur road race.
early jump on the season are both good reasons.
Frank spent the winter before the 1980 season 
making sure both cars Were ready to race. Then he 
and Marilyn packed their motor home and two 
children and began racing from the opening April 
date, continuing every weekend through October.
It’s the type of dedication only a real road racer 
could offer. But it won’t be there this year. The 
Smiths say their sons are now in school and they 
just can’t afford the time off to make those long 
weekend trips into the U.S. So, they’ll attend 
fewer races.'■ ;
Besides, weekend racing is expensive. There are 
the ferry costs, entry fees, new tires, travelling 
expenses, gas, etc. The Smiths knew it would be 
expensive before they took it on, but decided, 
“That’s what we want to do, so let’s do it.’’
Frank says he now wishes he had started 
earlier. “The younger guys take the chances,’’ he 
explains. “With age comes wisdom.’’ He isn’t 
willing to take the same risks a 20-year-old might.
But he emphasizes the safety aspects of road 
racing. “The conference (ICSCC) stresses safety
— that’s one of our big things,’’ he says.
Safety regulations demand proper seat har­
nesses, fireproof suits and gloves, regulation roll 
bar, approved helmet and shield, proper shoes, 
etc. “There’s nothing spared in the way of 
safety.”
Frank even has a fire system in his cars where 
he can simply press a button and the whole car 
fills with foam. He adds no one was hurt in 
conference racing last year, and there was only a 
single injury ini 979.
Both Frank and Marilyn have been in ac­
cidents. Frank’s came in Portland when a driver 
in front of him slid sideways into the corner on a 
rainy track. She went of the track, but quickly 
returned — only backwards. She moved closer 
and closer to Frank until she finally hit him in the 
tail section. His car stalled, but it finally started 
and he still captured the race.
Marilyn’s mishap was more serious. Her 
steering broke as she was headed into a corner, 
flipping the car in mid air. It landed on its tail end 
and rolled over onto its side. Marilyn crawled
unhurt through the windshield.
“It’s just a hobby as far as we’re concerned,” 
said Marilyn. “I’ve hurt myself more on my 
horse than in any car.”
Frank says his Minis can reach speeds of 110 
miles an hour “flat out”, which is the way the 
cars are usually driven because they corner so 
much better than their larger counterparts.
The Smiths are by no means unique in ICSCC 
racing. “One fellow is 65 or 70-years-old ^d he 
runs one of the hottest Camaros on the circuit,” 
says Frank. There is no one under 21 and racing is 
strictly amateur. “It’s more for the serious guy.”
Anxious to try your hand behind the wheel 
of a road racer? There is a way. It’s called the 
Victoria Motor Sports Club driver training 
program, and it’s designed to sec if you’re cut 
out for motor racing.
The program starts in March and prepares 
drivers for the first ICSCC race in April. It’s a 
two-day cour.se, with the first day involving 
racing theory and consisting of a series of 
lectures.
Tire following Sunday tlie class lieads for 
Western Speedway in Langford for “on-thc- 
track” learning. Senior club drivers take each 
student onto the course, teaching them how to 
take corners, .start, etc.
“We don’t try to teach anybody how to
drive — that’s beyond our realm,” says club 
driver representative Frank Smith.
If, after all that, you're still interested in 
racing, yoti then cotnpleic in ICSCC races in 
the tiovice category. At tlris point the kitid of 
car doesn’t matter so mttch as jttst finishing 
the races without making any glaring errors.
“What matters is fitiishiitg the race and 
keeping yottr tuise clean,” emphasizes Smith. 
After those three niees you liead to the in- 
icrtnediatc level, where, if you cotnpleie 
another three sttccessful races, you're ready 
for the senior circitit.
To etirol in the driving training progrtim, 
contact 1-rank Stnilh III 652-2975,
Frank and Marilyn Smith with just some of the trophies they
won on the 1980 ICSCC amateur road racing circuit.
Students help out at recycling depot.
A bunch of youngsters had n 
smashing lime recently. With great 
zest they destroyed hundreds of glass 
bottles -- but it was all in a good 
cause.
Some 20 students from North 
Saanich middle school had voluit- 
tecred their services to the recycling 
depot at North Saanich municipal 
hall as part of their urban comnuinity 
siudic,s.
Once a month residents turn up 
with bottles, papers and tins. This 
time youngsters were on hand — 
smn.shing bottles in large bins and 
helping to load the truck -which taker, 
garbage to the Saanich Recycling 
Depot, nnd thence to the mainland.
Larry Cro,ss, co-ordinnior, of 
Suiurday’s event, says the depot is a 
boon to some people who manage to
dispose of almost all their garbage 
this way. Cross says his own family 
no longer uses the municipal garbage 
collection service,
Everything is recycled with the 
exception of a few items and these he 
takes to the “dump” every month or 
so, he says,
The depot is 10 years old, 
Originally run by North Saanich 
council, for the last four years it has 
been sponsored by I3eep Cove 
Eroperty Owners' Association whose 
members take it in turns to co­
ordinate the collection at the depot. 
Right now, (Toss says the assoeiiilion 
could do with some more volunteers 
to help out Saturdays,
The depot is open the second 
Saimday m eacli luontii, tU a.in. lo 
Ui.lOp.m.
i







Dates have been set for public 
jnectings on the proposed $2.7 
million Panorama Leisure Centre 
expansion prior to the March 14 
referendum.
North Saanich Aid. .lay Rangel 
said the first meeting is set for 
I'cb. 24 at Sanscha Hall for 
'Sidney residents, while North 
Stianich ratepayers meet l-cb. 26 
at the I.eglon Hall on Mills Road.
Peninsula recreation com­
mission members will present 
in forma I ion on the expansion 
proposal and answer questions 
from the public.
In other recreation news, the 
(•omrnisslnn agreed to inehide an 
option for solar heating in ex- 
pimsion plans if feasible in 
terms of economics and energy 
consimipiiun.
The commission has already 
approved a study by an 
cnBinccrlng firm specializing in 
solar heal to lake a look at the 
present and proposed facility. An 
independent consultant will then 
assess the results.
Rangel told a Jnn. 19 North 
Saanich council meeting there wa,s 
some concern about the ex­
perimental nature of solar 
lieatlng, but he .said "solar 
healing has come of age." 
pointed to its use by the navy at 
Nadcn iJasc in lisquimalt where U 
is used to heat the pool.
Meanwhile. Bill Oermnn was 
selected to chair the commission 
again this year and Sidney Aid. 
Stan Bamford was chosen again 
«u> vicc-vliaiiiiiaii.
Misiiiratw
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Subdivision plan goes to committee
A Victoria man’s application to subdivide 30 
acres on Tatlow Road now in the Agricultural 
Land Reserve has been referred by North Saanich 
council to its zoning committee.
The application is the third since 1978 and asks 
the property be divided into three 10-acre parcels 
to be used for hobby farms. The property is 
currently divided into two 15-acre lots and has no 
buildings.
The two earlier applications asked for six five- 
acre parcels and four 7.5-acre pieces, respectively. 
The Agricultural Land Commission denied both 
applications and suggested two 15-acre parcels.
Kenneth Pearce, 209-1095 McKenzie Avenue, 
acting on behalf of himself and two other owners, 
agreed to the suggestion and divided the 30-acre 
lot in half.
In his latest application, Pearce said the land 
would remain in the ALR and each of the owners 
would construct residences on the 10-acre lots.
Pearce argued the property is not in use in any 
way and to his knowledge has never been used. 
He said there are no commercial farming 
operations in the vicinity and he does not consider 
the land “appropriate for a commercially viable 
farming operation.’’
Many 'neighboring properties are residential 
with one-acre lots,'Pearce said. “We feel that 
subdivision into three lots will permit the owners 
to construct personal residences and develop 
hobby farms without any detrimental effects on 
the community,” he said.
The property, bounded by Willow, Tatlow, 
Alder and Clayton, has been assessed at $175,000 
by the B.C. Assessment Authority.




1980 saw the implementation of Phase I of the 
Fundamental Auto Insurance Rating program.
The whole idea behind FAIR, is ultimately to remove 
any form, of discrimination in automobile in­
surance rates for reasons of age, sex, marital status or 
where a person lives in the province. It seeks to 
hnk Autoplan rates solely to an individual's driving 
record, habits and attitudes. And that's fair.
Phase II of the five-year F. A.I.R. program will take 
effect on January 1, 1981. Flere are the highlights;
1. REMOVAL OF AGE AS A RATING FACTOR
This step completes the removal of age, sex and 
marital status as factors in determining how rnuch 
• you pay for your Autoplan insurance. From now on, 
no individual or group will be penalized or favoured 
solely on the basis of age.
2. INTRODUCTION OF A DRIVER ACCIDENT
"PREMIUM:;;':;,":^
where it belongs - on the indi\ddual behind the 
wheel- a Driver Accident Rernium wiU be introduced 
, on January 1,1981. It wiU apply to drivers of vehicles 
rated for pleasure or drive-to-work use. It means that 
drivers of such vehicles who are responsible for ; 
an accident which results in property damage or bodily 
injury to others will pay an additional premium of 
$390 for each accident
This premium may be paid in one lump sum or 
in three equal instalments - the first payable at the 
time liability is detcmiined, and the second and third 
on the next two amiiversaries of the accident.
If the total claim is $100 or less, this Driver 
Accident Remium will not be charged. If the liability 
is divided, each driver whose share of the claim is 
more than $100 will be charged the full Driver Accident 
Remium. If the claim is less than $390, the driver 
who is at fault may choose to make a single payment 
equal to the amount of the claim, rather than pay 
the Driver Aceident Premium,
This premium is charged to the driver of the 
vehicle, whether or not he or she is the owner.
Failure to pay a Driver Accident Premium after notice 
from the Corporation will result in denial of Own 
Dapiage coverage for a subsequent claim for a vehicle 
owned by that tlriver,
There are two exceptions to this new Driver 
Accident Premium:
(a) It does not apply to drivers of vehicles rated 
for commercial or birsiness use. vSince the cost of 
insurance is a business expense, it's unfair that an em­
ployee-driver should pay thcl)river Accident
Premium when responsible for 
an accident while driving an 
employer's vehicle,
Mowever, accidents will still 
mean higher 
insurance costs for 
owners of such 
vehicles because
business and commercial vehicles will continue 
to be rated under the existing Safe Driving Vehicle 
Discount system in 1981.
(b) The Driver Accident Remium will also not 
apply to drivers of motorcycles or trailers. This 
is because the cost of the accident premium could 
exceed the total cost of Autoplan insurance for 
these low-premium vehicles. However, motorcycles and 
trailers will still be rated according to the Safe 
Drmng Vehicle Discount system in 1981.
3. CONTINUATION OF THE SAFE DRIVING 
VEHICLE DISCOUNT
The Safe Driving Vehicle Discount system wiU 
continue to be applied tliroughout 1981.
For instance, if yOur vehicle was involved in an 
accident at any time in the tliree years prior to 
December 31, 1980, you will lose, or already have lost, 
part of your Safe Driving Vehicle Discount.
Despite any changes in the EA-I-R- program, you 
wiU stiU have to 'earn back' the fuU 3-year discount 
with the required one, two or tliree years of accident- 
free driving. .
after December 31,1980,
on which £1 Third Party claim is pai,d,wiU result in, 
assessment of b Driver A-CcidentRemium. :
.4.REVISl6NSTOsTHE:PENAtTFPOINTS : i 
: PREMIUM PROGRAM : -V
ejn addition to the new Driver Accident Remium 
for people who cause accidents, 1981 wiU see a 
revision of the Penalty Points Remium program as a 
detement to irresponsible drivers who acquire 
penalty points for traffic violations.
The minimum number of points a driver can 
acquhe without financial penalty is now 4 instead 
of 5.The maximum number is now 25 instead of 20.
The dollar amount of the additional Penalty 
Points Premium is calculated by squaring the number 
of points, equating that figure to dollars and 
adding 30%.
5. ADJUSTMENT OF TERRITORIAL RATES
Further changes will be made in the F,A.I.R. pro­
gram towards eliminating differences in territorial 
rates. In 1981, these differences will be adjusted to a 
maximum spread of 20% between territories,
WH/OT’S 
NEW IN 1981?
Several insurance options will be available to you 
in 1981 when you renew your Autoplan insurance.
Please take time to cheek them out before you renew.
They arc part of ICUC's continuing program 
to provitle a broader range of covei'age to meet your 
siiecific needs,
L UNDERINSURED MOTORIST PROTECTION
This option provides extended protectionto the 
victims of accidents where the insurance carried
to pay claims for bodily injury and death. It provides 
for the victim's own Third Party Liability coverage 
to be applied to bring the total payment to the higher 
amount of coverage.
For example, in a situation where a driver at fault 
carries $100,000 Third Party LiabiUty coverage but 
the victim canies $500,000, the hi^er amoimt can be 
apphed to the claim.
2. INCOME REPLACEMENT
If you consider that the standard No-Fault benefits 
would be inadequate to cover your lost earnings 
in the event of an injury resulting from an accident, 
you may wish to consider this endorsement. It pro­
vides limited additional lost income protection and 
death benefits.
3. LOSS OF VEHICLE USE
You can purchase tliis endorsement in con­
junction with an Own Damage policy It provides for 
reimbursement on a fixed, scale to cover the ex­
penses of a rental vehicle when you make a valid claim 
for Own Damage coverage.
You can choose reinlbursement to start 24,48 or 
72 hours after the accident is reported to ICBC 
or the police. It will end with completion of repairs, 
replacement of your vehicle, or the date on which 
ICBC tenders settlement for the loss of your vehicle.
by ilic driver at fault is not .sufficient
4. AUTOPLAN RATES FOR 1981
Unavoidably, Autoplan rates will increase in 1981. 
Why? Quite simply because the nuniber of acci­
dents is going up; the severity of personal injuries is 
increasing; the cost of settling claims-both col­
lision and personal injury-is skyrocketing.
We can't control these factors. The costs we can 
control, like the administration of Autoplan, are 
among the lowest for any coiq^oration in the auto in­
surance industry in North America: 16 amts of the 
premium dollar versus an industiy average of 30 cents.
Inflation plays a large part in the rising 
cost of settling insurance claims, but so does the increas­
ing complexity and sophistication of today's 
automobiles. Dual headlights, unitized bodies, light­
weight materials, catalytic converters.. .these are 
just some of the advances in safety, environmental 
protection, fuel economy and styling that make 
evciy accident that muclVmorc costly. Settlements for 
injuries are also increasing each year.
So, here are the rate increases scheduled for 1981:
An average increase of 31'%i for compulsoiy
Third Party Liability coverage.
An average increase of 48% for extended
Third Party Liability and Collision
coverages.
Further details on all 
aspects of Autoplan 
may be found in tlie 1981 
Motori.st Kit available 
from your local 
Autoplan Agent 
















North Saanich council 
Jan. 19 rejected by a 
slim 4-3 vote Aid. Edgar 
Farthing’s bid to sell a 
municipally-owned Deep 
Cove lot.
It was Farthing’s 
second attempt to sell 
the 50 by 100-foot lot. 
He originally brought 
the issue to the zoning 
committee Nov. 10, but 
adminstrator Ted Fairs 
pointed out the property 
was acquired as a tax 
sale and any money after 
its sale would go to pay 
off back taxes and to the 
former owner.
Earlier in 1980 council 
decided not to sell the lot 
and instead retain it for 
municipal use.
But Farthing brought 
the issue back to the 
zoning committee Jan. 
12 and received com­
mittee support. Aid. Jay 
Rangel argued at that 
time the lot wouldn’t be 
used as a neighborhood 
park because it was too 
small and North Saanich 
residents have minimum 
half-acre lots — large, 
enough for that sort of 
activity.
But Mayor Eri,c 
Sherwood and A.ld. Jim 
Cumming reiterated 
council’s earlier 
resolution to retain the 
lot. Aid. Alan Cornford 
added that ,sihce the 
major portion of the 
proceeds from the sale 
would go to the owner, 
the benefit to the 
municipality would be 
“very marginal or even 
detrimental.” He said 
council should look to 
the future when the lot 




North Saanich Aid. 
Dermid Bingham told a 
Jan. 19 council meeting 
he wants the media to 
take a stronger stand 
against vandalism, 
perhaps with more 
editorials.
Bingham made the 
comments after council 
received a letter from 
Ken and Una Dobson, 
506 Norris Road, 
protesting increasing 
vandalism.
'• The Dobsons said 
vandalism was brought 
home to them this year 
when they discovered 
three large maple trees 
near their property 
mutilated.
Council agreed to 
notify the RCMP and 
ask if they could do 
something.
'4
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Council rewards Ron
Walbbling iBgStin
for '^great seven years’
In a ceremony usually 
reserved for retiring 
councillors and longtime 
municipal staff, North 
Saanich council Jan. 19 
presented Ron Evans 
with a special plaque for 
his seven years as North 
Saanich fire chief.
Mayor Eric Sherwood 
said Evans didn’t fit 
either category because 
he was a volunteer, but 
still deserved the 
recognition because of
his work. “In my, view 
it’s been a great seven 
years,’’ Sherwood said.
He said Evans has 
served North Saanich 
well, not only in his role 
as fire chief, but in his 
involvement in civic 
affairs. He did more 
than he was supposed to, 
and all for the benefit of 
North Saanich, Sher­
wood said.
Evans was replaced in 
November by deputy
chief Ron Rogers, but 
will remain with the 







Former North Saanich volunteer fire chief Ron Evans {left] 




Soup of the Day 
or
Chef’s Salad 
Roast Loin of Pork 
















11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 
a hip of beef 





“Stay with us —








2476 Mt. Nowton X Rood 652*1)46
On Poificio Boy Highway. 5 Milei fromFotry






council will require more 
detailed plans from 
commercial and in­
dustrial developers 
following the Jan. 20 
first reading of a zoning 
bylaw amendment.
The bylaw will mean 
anyone applying to 
council for construction 
will be required to 
receive a development 
permit. The permit 
allows council to 




“It will keep us busy 
but perhaps give us a 
better industrial zone,” 
says planner Gay 
Wheeler.
invites applications 











— Journeyman carpenters, electricians, plumbers, draftsmen, auto 
mechanics.
— Health and human services.
— Supervision and management
— Cooking and homecrafts
Openings exist in our evening and week-end programs operating on the 
Saanich Peninsula and elsewhere.
greenery plans out.
Council hopes im­
plementation of the new 
bylaw will result in a 
more attractive in­
dustrial park and less 
misuse of front site 
areas. ;
Contact:
COMMUNITY EDUCATION SERVICES 
CAMOSUN COLLEGE 
1950 Lansdowne Road, 
Victoria, B.C. V8P 5J2 
(592-1281 local 272)
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST
STORE HOURS:^
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
- J ' ' - Home off SUPEW aavingai!
Prices Effective: in Downtown Sidney 
V llWV: 28/29, 30, 31 Across from Sidney Hotel AT' 'CAN'T BEAT' PRICES !
CANADA GR. A BEEF III
IRIBSTEAKS lb 279
CHUCK nUiAOT 
I CROSS RIB KU Ad I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB.
BONELESS BLADE
197
CHUCK STEAK 197j. . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. A,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. 1
STOVE TOP STUFFING 12CL 
WELCHEbGRAPEFRUIT JUICE 64 02 
MASTER BLEND COFFEE 13 OL TIB
CARNATION - 3 VARIETIES - 10 ENVELOPES
INSTANT CHOCOLATE





LOIN END . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......LB.
COUNTRY
155 m
. . . . . . BOX
129
FAIR HAVEN
' ^ \ I ^
'"VP :•
FRE:









POBK r KtK D  165
CUT FROM RIB ENDS .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LB. JL ^
CENTRE CUT „ i'l
PORK LOIN CHOPS.. ...LB. 1*®
SiclltBDROMSTICKS..,..........LB.P®
cm THIGHS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb.
YOUNG TURKEY 101®^










SLICED COLD MEATS 
BOLOGNA, CHICKEN LOAF 
MAC & CHEESE, 175gPKG.......
MINUTEf
m
II.ID MANGE JUICE.2OL .
CBBBIITIOB
















GIANT NIBLET CORN 2 LBi * t t * * • r • < * • * t t t » t ( I a • « * f * • • « t < • » I
.LB.
i'!,,















FOISH lOCBl GOOD! 0
LARGE EGGS .ooz.
8UHRYPE
APPLE SAUCE .4 0L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ .
KRAFT
PIZZA MIXbo. . .. . . . . . .
KRAn
CHURNED HONEY 404. .







9786 - 2nd street 656-7535
ALL OUR MEAT iS AGED, GRAIN-FED, CANADA "A”
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SLICED
SIDE BACON........................lb.*!"®
ENGLISH STYLE BANGERS 
BEEF HIND QUARTERS.................................... ib.»2^®
CHICKEN LEGS frozen.........................................  .ib.®!’’®
FREEZER PACKS AVAILABLE
Weight loss in cutting, boning and trimming will increase prices per pound.
Stint in work force experience
The Review said goodbye this week to its two 
youngest staffers, student photographers Steven 
Holland, 15, and Ian Wijesinghe, 17.
The two were taken on eight weeks ago as part 
Stelly’s secondary school work experience 
program. The program is coordinated by teacher 
Keith Humphrey and enables students to take 
in the work world, experiencing a variety of jobs.
Students then get a better idea of the kind of 
work they might enjoy after high school. It 
probably also smashes many illusions and sparks 
some new interests.
Jobs range from service station mechanic to the 
coast guard to government positions — not to 
mention news photography.
i Holland and Wijesinghe showed up each 
• Thursday morning ready for a full day’s work as 
photographers. Assignments varied from week to
7lie Review
We are pleased to offer our annual subscription rate of SI 0.00 which can be 
obtained by simply calling any of our offices at:
week, depending on the occasion and the 
workload.
One week it was school sports, the next scenics 
and the next local politicians. Holland, a grade 
10 student, said his hardest assignment was in­
terviewing residents for the On The Street photo 
series. But he loved taking photos of the navy 
and divers raising the anchor and propellor from 
the sunken S.S. Iroquois off Sidney wharf.
“That was a riot,” he says.
Would he like to try new photography again? 
“Yeah, if I get the chance I’d like to try it again.” 
He plans to be a charter pilot when he graduates 
and would like to keep a hand in photography 
with some freelance calandar work.
Wijesinghe, meanwhile, will graduate this year, 
after which he will attend university and get into 
the freelance photography business.
But first he’s heading for Ceylon this December 
with “about 50 rolls of film’ for an extended 
holiday. Wijesinghe said he enjoyed his stint as a 
new photographer for the first few weeks, but 
began to get bored toward the end.
His favorite assignment — and his hardest — was 
Christmas dinner at Sidney Silver Threads. He 
said he worked at The Review for the 
photography experience. “It gives an idea of 
w'hat freelance work is like.”
It's back to school for Stelly's students 
Steven Holland [left] and Ian Wijesinghe 
after eight-week stint as Review news 
photographers.






Why not build a eagtle?
North Saanich council 
Jan. 19 agreed to a 
Capital Regional District 
bylaw to rezone a 
potential urban area in 
the Highlands from 
minimum 10-acre lots to 
minimum two-acres.




Fill in and mail the coupon to: 
The Sidney Review 
P.O. Bo.x 2070 
Sidney. B.C. VSL 3S5
L • ' •
Please enter my subscription for one year. L—! . ..
Please enter my subscription and bill me later. I—J 
(N.B. Senior Citizens rate $9.00 per annum.)
Name ......................................................
Mailing Address
...... ............; Zip .
"Serving The Peninsula Since 1912"
Transtide Industries 
Ltd. could develop some 
320 lots of about two 
acres apiece. In return, 
the company has 
promised to dedicate 
about 1,400 acres along 
the eastern shore of 
Finlayson Arm for 
parkland.
The bylaw, which has 
already received first 
reading from CRD, was 
opposed by Sidney 
council the week before. 
Sidney Mayor and CRD 
chairman Norma Sealey 
said the rezoning would
“create a monster for 
the future”, and most of 
the parkland was on the 
side of a cliff.
Aid. Harold Parrott 
told council the four 
core municipalities are 
“quite distressed by the 
two-acre minimum” 
because of the recent 
pressures from people 
moving into the area.
He said they feel one 
way to solve current 
settlement problems is to 
permit half-acre lots in 
the Highlands, and 
suggested this as an
alternative. Aid. 
Dermid Bingham later 
suggested a one-acre 
minimum, but both 




prompted Aid. Edgar 
Farthing to remark in 
exasperation, “If the 
object of the exercise is 
to put as many people as 
we can into one space, 
why don’t we recom­
mend they build one 
enormous castle and pile 
everybody into that?”
t (•••••aI•#•••••«tit*#t■•••••••#•




Whether you own a 
fishing boat, cabin 
cruiser, or a sail boat, 
this free course entitled. 
Law for Small Boat 
Owners, may prove 
interesting and useful to 
you.
The course will
take place Feb. 4, 7:30 
- 9:30 p.m. at Brtent-
wood library at 7179 W. 
Saanich Road, Brent­
wood Bay, and is co­
sponsored by the 
People’s Law School, 
the Law Centre and 
Brentwood Library.
Please pre-register by 
calling the following 
number: 388-4516.
Sidney Teen Activity Group 
(STAG) Clubhouse, 2304 Oakville 
Street, is an activity centre for young 
people aged 13 - 18. Most activities 
are free and everyone is welcome. 
Gym nights are 7-9 p.m. every 
Wednesday at Sidney elementary and 
every Thursday, same time, at Deep 
Cove school.
Clubhouse hours are Monday to 
Thursday 7-9:30 p.m., Friday and 
Saturday 7-11 p.m. and Sundays 
noon to 4 p.m. Please join in for a 
game of pool, football, bumper pool 
or a friendly rap session. Concession 
available, parent enquiries welcome. 
Call 656-0134 days, 656-6713 nights. 
All activities supervised.
Bluewater Cruising Association 
meetings are held the first Wed­
nesday of the month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre. Call 656-2723.
La Leche League of Sidney 
welcomes all women interested in 
breast-feeding to its monthly 
meetings held the first Thursday each 
month.' Next rneeting is at 8 p.m. 
Feb. 5 at Maranatha Farm, 1569 
Stelly’s Cross Road. ■ Please come 
and bring your baby. For more 
information call Rosemary Brown at 
652-3501.
Area leaders in the annual cam­
paign for the B.C. Heart Foundation 
— Eleanor Sowerby, Sidney, and 
Doris Downard, Brentwood — are in 
need of canvassers. Call 382-3933.
North Saanich council’s subdivision freeze in 
Curteis Point has sparked opposition from an 
area resident who has not only questioned the 
legality of the move, but asked the advisory 
planning commission to rescind the order.
D.E. Barton, 10850 Inwood Road in Curteis 
Point, pointed out in a Jan. 10 letter to com­
mission chairman John Lapham a bylaw is 
already in affect governing municipal sub- 
divisons.
“We question the legality of a motion con­
travening a bylaw,’’ Barton wrote. “More im­
portantly, we see this motion as being unfair to 
those who need to subdivde their property and to 
taxpayers, generally whose property taxes must 
eventually be raised because the assessment roll 
lacks the increased assessments that would be 
brought abotit by continued, controlled 
development.’’
Council put a halt on subdivi.son in the area 
until a solution to the traffic access problem has 
been found.
But Barton pointed out traffic access isn’t a. 
problem for everyone in Curteis Point. “Persons 
seeing a problem in the present access to the high­
way are, wc believe, in the minority.”
She wrote residents have simply learned to live 
with the ferry schedule,” and added if there is a 
traffic problem at ihe intersection of Tryon Road 
and the Pal Bay Highway — and she doesn’t 
believe there is “ “it is caused in large part by 
vehicles going to and from Wc.stport Marina, so 
that pulling an end to furihcr subdlvi.sions on the 
Point will not, in fact, eliminate the ‘problem’.”
Lapham forwarded the letter to council because 
the commission had no part in the move, and Aid. 
Jay Rangel assured Barton ihc freeze is only 
temporary. Wc have no intentiftn of putting an 
end lo subdivisions, he said.
But he noted, “Wc do see the,.traffic problem 
as serious. You don’t just live with a dangerous 
situation....It’s like living with a time bomb.”
Aid. Dermid Bingham agreed. “It's just a 
matter of lime before you get a pileup of 30 or 40 
cars.”
Aid. Jim Cumming said Barton should be 
informed council is taking action on the traffic 
problem, and there is “no intention of suspending 
all subdivision in Curteis Point.”
Central Saanich senior citizens 
meet at 2 p.m. the first Thursday in 
each month in the Lions Hall on 
Eash Saanich Road. New members 
welcoine.
Central Saanich fire department 
cardio-pulminary resuscitation 
classes are held the first Wednesday 
in the month at the firehall. For 
more information call Peter Cellarius 
at 652-1131 or 652-2649.
Sidney Co-op Preschool invites 
parents and children to attend an 
Open House to be held 1-3 p.m. 
Thursday at the school in St. Paul’s 
United Church on Malaview and 5th 
Street, Sidney. For more in­
formation call Meira Tennant at 656- 
7504 or Linda Newman at 656-7654.
Central Saanich recreation 
department offers morning, af­
ternoon and evening fitness classes 
for adults, kindergym for one to 
three-year-olds .and recreation 
playtime for pre-schoolers. For 
details call Tim Richards at 652-4444.
Peninsula Singles plan a club 
dance Jan. 30 at McMorran’s 
Seaview Room, 5110 Cordova Bay 
Road. Dancing 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
dress informal, members and guests 
widowed, divorced, separated or 
single. Tickets at Hillside Mall and 
Harbour Square. For more in­
formation call 479-7195. No tickets 
sold at the door.
Policy sought 
on school
Saanich school district 
will seek education 
ministry support for a 
middle school con­
ference.
The conference will 
draw teachers and 
administrators : from 
throughout B.C. and 
examine the middle 
school concept with a 
view to developing a 
more clearly defined 
provincial policy.
Let me get you the 
best annuity rate for 
a maturing RRSP or an 
Income Averaging 
Annuity from over 30 







Mutual Life of Canada
YOUE CROWN LIFE TEAM ON THE 
SAANICH PENINSULA








I/*Active in Community 
Affairs







• Peisonnl Insurance Planning • Employment Benefit Plans
® Mortgage Insurance •Annuities
• Business Insurance •R.R.S.P./D.P.S.F’.
A TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
Flint Motors Ltd.





Complete Brake Service 
Valve Grinds 
Rewiring
Front End Alignment 
ftuto Electric
A Good Time of Year to have those Lights Checked -- Call In 
for a Free Inspection Soon!
BIB I I
1980 ¥0L¥0 H.L.
Auto., P.S., P.B., AM-FitI Cassette, 
Rear Speaker. Duty 9,000 km............ *12,395
1979 ¥©L¥© ©.T,
4 Speed, overdrive, limited slip dif­
ferential. Only 16,000 km.................. *10,995
1979 ¥OL¥© G.L.
^yt©., P.S., P.B., iadio.......... . *10,395
1978 ¥©L¥0 ©oL.
4 Speed, ©verdrlve, P-8., *9,895
¥#A©©^
4 Spee^d, overdrive, P.S., P.B. 
31,000 miles....,;..................
1976 ¥©L¥0 244
4 Speed, overdrive, P.6., Radio.
Above Volvo’s include 12 inonth warranty
1979 IVIUSTAN© 11
2 door Hatchback, 4 cy!., 4 Speed...........*5,995
1979 CHRYSLER LeBAR©li
Auto., P.S., P.B., Air Conditioning,
Cruise. Only 15,000 km........ ......Offers on?7,995
1979 SUZUiCi 4x4
Extra clean and only 19,000 km... ..........^5,695
1977 DATSUN 280Z
5 Speed.......... ^8,895
MMY MORE 70 CHOOSE FROM
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Real Estate 
For Sal@
1 Real Estate Work Wanted 1 Home Services Miscellaneofiis Musical Announcements , Sewin® •,
1 For Sale For Sale 84 S^otices >' Repairs
SALVADOR
AGENCIES 




Marina on your doorstep. 
One bedroom con­
dominium with approx. 780 
sq. ft. Drapes, fridge, 
stove, and W/W carpets. 
$45,000
SEAVIEW
Very comfortable seaview 
home located in North 
Saanich near Experimental 
Farm. Living room with 
rock fireplace and mirrored 
feature wall. Dining room, 
kitchen with eating area, 
two bedrooms, & den on 
main floor (approx. 1300 
sq. ft.). Vi acre lot. 
$139,000.00
Kal Jacobsen 656-2257 
Jim Jones 656-4597
' /■;






Executive home on one acre 
in secluded rural setting, 
close to ferries and airport. 
This home has too many 
fine features to mention. 
For more details on this 
home priced at $265,000 
please call Larry Pruden, 
656r4000 or 656-0365.
Are you thinking of selling? 
Give us a call and we« \vill 
r provide a^ comparative 



















Sunday 1:30 to 4:00 
8600 East Saanich 
$155,000
Executive home in the 
Gorgeous Dean Park Area. 
Located on a delightfully 
treed Vi acre lot. The home 
offers 3 bedrooms, Rec 
Room, 2 fireplaces, storage 
rooms, etc. etc. If you have 
an active family and want 
that something extra come 




We have just listed a 
superior home in the 
beautiful Maryland area. 2 
bedrooms on the main plus 
a full basement. 3 baths. 
Garage. Workshop. 2 
Fireplaces. Utility room on 
main. Beautiful sunny 




Located in Sidney on an 
attractive corner lot. This 
bungalow offers 3 
bedrooms, living room with 
fireplace dining room, 
separate utility room 
together with a carport and 
separate garden shed. Gall 
V Now.-'.:L:"L ■
John Bruce 656-3928 
^ ^ 656-6151
MICHAEL TUBE CARPENTER. 
Residential repairs, alterations and 
basement finishing. No job too small. 
Quality work. Free estimates. 656* 
3460.2168-4 
HANDYMAN. Painting, building and 
repair of fences; also some car­
pentry. Call Jim, 388*4179. 2167*5
GROCERY AND GIFT SHOPPING. 
Provide tronsportation lo ap­
pointments and to poy monthly bills. 
Plan social events, and will assist 
with afternon tea. Wage negotiable, 
references available. Phone 656*4939 
or 656-6790 between 9 and 3 p.m. 
weekdays. 2188-4
CONSCIENTOUS 23 YEaTOLD MALE
requires bookkeeper/accounts clerk 
job. High school commerce grod, one 
year Camosun Business 
Administration Accounting. 6 months 
accounts clerk experience. Please 
coll Brian, 652-9536. 2345-4
REAL ESTATE NOMINEE available, 
willing to relocote-interior B.C.' 
Prefers 4-6 person office, wage and 
commission. Reply Box 177 c/o 
B.C.Y.C.N.A. 1004-207 West Hastings 












PRIVATE SALE ■ Chilliwack area, j
hoclaro cleared lend, 80 metros ol 
road frontage, lonod country- 
rosldonliol. Booutllul location with 
excellent potential, {sLsOO 0,8.0, 
Phono evenings 112-8a3.'t717. na-4 
IN THE ONLY MAIL IN TOWN with 
limited compollllon, this shoo store 
provides on oxcollonr Investment, 
Martin Fronson at Hugh Storr Realty 

















Member - Victoria M.L.S.
6S6-1/S4
BAZANIUY
View tho .sparkling lights of 
Sidney from this sparkling 
new home. You’ll Und 
quality-plus throughout this 
tudor style bi-levcl that is 
siiuated on a nearly '/j uere 
lot that lets in plenty of 
sunshine. There arc 1400 
sq, ft. on tlie main floor, 
nnci hall the lower floor is 
tastefully finlshed for your 
cnioyment. Well priced ,nt 
$159..S00. Exclusive. 
Courtesy to all realtors. See 
it soon.
BRIiN TWOOn
Drive by this beauty at 7217 
Dreniview Drive. Clive me a 
call.
Vou'II find quality. It is 
iinmnculiue, has 3 
bedrooms, 2 washrooms, 
conservatory, views of the 
inlet, large stindcck, 
75’.X140' lot. Many extras 






0l(iv(.i Ifom bulldtr. 1 n*w hom*« on 
nil rlw.tnr, .1 Imdroom*, 1'0 bolhi, , 
totpori, llfoploro with ll•olllau»l, 





SIDNEY PRIME RETAIL SPACE
ovolloblo, from <198 »q, ll, lo 7,000 «q. 
ll. Will adopt lo suit lonnont, 479- 
0990, 231ft.7
URENTWOOD DAY FUnNISHED UNITS;
WIchnnallita, clmhos, oiihlo T.V. l■t(»o park- 
Irig, itinld siuvicti, Avnilabln wuukly oi 
rnonihlv. Bnndown Molwl, rir>2' 1 FiSli.
I'j.lMl
PATHWAYS ACTIVITY CENTRE, in Elk 
Lake area, is in need of o volunteer 
driver from Sidney area two doys o 
week. Transportation allowance is 
available. Coll658-5414. 4
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER 
REQUIRED for Sidney firm of Char­
tered Accountants. Duties Include 
preparation and. supervision ol 
manual and computer bookkeeping 
records to trial balance, accounts 
payable, payrolls, etc. Previous 
experience in a public accounting 
otfice and knowledge of minicom­
puter operations is desirable. Reply 
with resume, stating salary 
requirements to Box "L", The Sidney 
review, P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, B.C. 
V8L3SS.2343-4 
WORKING WOMAN REQUIRES help of 
responsible female with painting and 
wallpapering on Saturdays, and also 
gardening on o year round basis. 
Reply to Box "N", The Sidney Review, 
P.O. Box 2070, Sidney, V8L 3S5. 2310- 
4 .
REQUIRE GRANDMOTHER or mature 
individual to bobysit a 3 S 5 year old, 
one day per week. Please coll 656- 
1295,  2313-4
RECEPTIONIST-TYPIST. Experienced 
person required for busy Sidney 
ollice. An accurate typing speed ol 50 
• wpm is essential. Applicants should 
enjoy dealing with the public. 
Preference will be given to applicant 
with some previous bookkeeping 
experience. Please reply in writing to 
P.O. Box 2099, Sidney. B.C. V8L 3S6. 
'23V'7-'4''
SUPERVISOR lor lO-bed, develop- 
mentolly handicapped adult 
residence in Grand Forks. Phone 112- 
442-8901 5-7 p.m. for details
duties/qualifications. Apply Mrs. I. 
Bartlett, G.F. Society Handicapped, 
Box 662, Grand Forks. B.C. na-4 
"TENDERS REQUESTED t^~ final
' shaping ol greens, tees, traps ond 
; fairways, seed bed preparation and 
.seeding ol the nine hole course, 
Seven Hills Golt and Country Club, 
near Port Hardy. Specifications 
available from Harvey Hurd, Con­
struction Chairman, Box 250, Port 
McNeill or call 112.956-3391. Tenders 
close Monday Fobruary 23, 1981 at 12 
noon. Lowest or any tender not 
necessarily accepted." na.4
HELPl I'M UP TO MY NECK IN PUR- 
CHASERS I Needed two industrious, 
qualillod real estate persons. City ot 
Morrill. Rapidly expanding market. 
Excellent conditions, romunorallon. 
Phono Immediately lor details 112- 
378-6181, 378-6675, Decade Reol 
Estate Ltd, na-4
FULLER brush' • earn $50,00 lo
$100.00 weekly In your spore time. 
Easy to start, no stock to buy. Write T, 
Diamond 5501 ■47A Avenue, Delta, 
D.C,V4K3P2,no.4 
GROUND SKIDDING LOGGING 
CONTRACTORS AND SUB­
CONTRACTORS are required by Drew 
Sawmills lor Ihoir winter logging 
oporalion. Also rttquirod ore ad­
ditional logging trucks, I’looio coll 
112-836-2891 bolwnen 7 a.m. ■ 4 p.m. 
woukdoys, na.4
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
F-KiKitionciicI sociula(i,ii/c;lerlc,ll liiiip (uqiiiiotl 
tiy public accminlino pi.iciu'e in Sidnoy, 
lluiiim Inciuac luciiiition, lyping ami book-, 
kwi|iin|). S.iMiy ((jmiriiinyui.ilti willi ox- 
nWHincn and aiuiiiy Forwaid iusiim'ii in 
31M020 McKsntH Avs., VIclorlj, 1/8* 3Y1, 
by,liinuaty,U, lllBl. CllllJ-a)
CASH FOR serviced building lot In 
bldn«y''f)aanlchloi\ ntoa. 386-8400, 
anytime. 2217-4
AVON





9773 - 5th St. 
656-5541
The largest one stop Equipment 
Rental Yard on the Saanich 
Peninsula. Authorized dealerfor 
TORO, LAWNBOY and 
SNAPPER.




YOUNG LOCAL COUPLf with Inlont 
wish imoll 2 hedioom house In North 
Saanich area. Net afraid ol a little 
llxlng up. Releroncas. 656-6440, 
2337-4 
Will fllAD* IIDNiv"C0ND0, grouml
Hour. 1 bedroom, or small house on 





Mobil# homes locoied In paik* on 
txydi. Listings and inlei. W# welcome 
oil enquiries toncertilng Whoel 
fsint* lutings tunnierl. Phone 112- 
505-3622 (collect). 13647 • tOOlh Ave,, 




nioni nnd cituin-up jobs. Pbone fi52.A03fi,
n-. „












Is our Brioos & Gtratlon & 
Lawnmewer Cpcclallc,!
052-4437








Owner Will Dorman gives per­
sonal attention to all orders.
Phone 656-4754
c:
3 Room groups, bachelor suites, individual 
pieces, hide-a-beds, rollaways, month to 
month,
833 Yates 383-3655
HIGH QUALITY CATIrINC. Parties 
and Receptions. Hors d'oeuvres,; 
meat and cheese platters. Sand­
wiches and desserts. 656-1291. 2311-
4
FLOOR INSTALLATIONS




LOG HOMES AND CABINS. Daybreak 
Construction Ltd. For;, brochure,} or ' 
further information, contact George 
Donovan; Box 777, 100 Mile House. 
B.C. VOK 2EO. Phone 395-2867 (doys 
or 397-2735 (evenings). tf
In-Store privale lessons in guilar (folk, 




9843 - 2nd St. 
Marina Court, Sidney.
656-4673
DANCING AND SKATING SUPPLIES, 
Calaloguuj avallablo lor mail order, 
S.S.T. Ico andDanco, 22446 Loughood 
Highway, Mapio Ridgo, D,C. V2X2T6 
Ol phono 112.467-6133. na-4
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS I
B.C.'i lowiiel prlcotI Hugo ««locllon. 
Now itocking plrio doublo gloied 
window*. Wolkor Door; Vancouver 
112(266-1101), 1366 S.W, Morinu 
Drlvo, V6P 529 or N, Vancouver 112 









TWO WESTERN SADDLES, complete 
with bridles. 656-7051. 2330-4
IS CU. FT. INGLIS frost tree fridge in 
Avocado. Good condition, offers, 
656-3737.2324-4 
OLDER STYLE walnut dining room 
suite, .4 chairs, table, buHet and 
china cabinet, $850 or offers. 652- 
1270. 2314-4
LOG HOMES AND CABINS. Daybreak 
Construction Ltd. For brochure or 
further information contact George 
Donovan, Box 777, 100 Milo House, 
B.C. VOK 2E0. Phone 39 5-2867 (days) 
397-2735 (evenings).no-4 
YOUR NAME, ADDRESS. POSTAL 
CODE. 300 gummed labels (made by 
handicapped people) $1.95. Mail 
cheque to Handicapped Labels, Box 
1315, Station "A", Surrey, B.C. V3S 
4Y5.no-4 
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENING, do It 
year round, using an aluminum and 
gloss greenhouse! Write for free 
brochure - to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7425 Hedley Ave., Burnaby, 
B.C. V5E 2T1. Mail orders now 
available. na-4
FOi^ SALE:
Classified ads that can cover 
B.C. S the Yukon.
-• -rUi,- Jr
« .«!'.! ■ *
LEARN WITH THE BEST at the
Peninsula's largest facility. 
Instruction in piano, etc. Lann 
Copeland Music Centro. 7174A West 





by Don Baffay are now avattabla at 
Suntlma Yacht SHop 
Sea Chest Marine 
All Bay Marina
BRING YOUR REPAIRS and mending in 
to The Busy Bee in our new expanded 
premises next to the Bank of Nova Scotia. 
Expert alterations at reasonable prices. 
"Big Or Small We Do Them All." Phone 
656-2544. 1807-tl
Crafts
HAY FOR SALE. Good quality mixed 
hoy. One ton square bales. Phone 
403-795-2350 Ken Kossman, Box 161 
Wildwood, Alberto. TOE 2M0. na*4 
ALASKAN MALAMUTES. A new litter, 
superb bone, excellent nature, 
champion blood lines, good show, 
working and pet prospects. Call 




LOST: Male Irish Setter, very thin. 
Needs medication. Answers to 
“Grady". 478-8167. 2331-4
FOUND: Small male Irish setter, very 







WANTED. Old fashioned chest of 
drawers (suitable for nursery), 
wooden rocking choir and baby 
buggy. 652-2742 after 6 p.m. 2315-4
WANTED TO RENT: Garage for car 
storage, any area, up to $10 per 
month. Reply giving telephone 
number to Box "K" The Sidney 
Review, P.O. Box 2070 Sidney, V8L 
3S5. 2198-4
IT'S NOT TOO LATE! Learn income 
tax preporotion at home. Reduced 
prices. Free Brochure. No obligation. 
Write U &'R Tox Schools, 1148 Main 
Street, Winnipeg, Monltobo. R3T2B6.
na-4
TUKII LODGE SMITHERS LANDING 
Babine Lake, Licensed Dining Room, 
small store, cabins, boats, mooring 
grounds etc. Box 3693 Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ 2N0. Radio phone Mount Dixon 
N698498. ' ^5
UNIQUE BUSINESS. BE YOUR OWN 
BOSS in the most exciting and 
profitable business today - be a food 
broker. Customers phone you, low 
overhead, yearly earnings of $80,000 
- $120,000, ore only three of the many 
odvontoges in this booming business. 
Only $14,200 for a protected territory 
gets you started. We pay you during 
training. For more detailed In­
formation write to: Vice President of 
• Franchising, Westland Food Packers 
of Canada Ltd., 385 Boundary rood 
South, Vancouver, B.C. V5K 4S1 or 
phone 112-294-9667. n«-5
Canodian Bible Society Annual Rally 
Wednesday, January 28th. at 7:30 
p.m. Speaker • Frank Martens also 
Film. Sidney Pentecostal Church 
McDonald Pork Rd., AH Welcome. 2
LADIESl Do you enjoy tinging? If to, 
why not |oln ut on Monday eveningt, 
7:45 p.m., Masonic Hall, corner 4th 
ond Mt. Baker, Sidney. No auditions, 
not necessary to rood music. Contact 
Pat Marsh, 656*5761, after 7 p.m., or 
Ann llott, 656*4054 for further In­
formation. tf
THi GERANIUM AND FUSChIa
GROUP of the V.H.S. will meet 
January 26th at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Garth Homer Centre. 813 Darwin 
Ave. There will be a slide show ond 
talk presented by guest speaker Mrs. i 
Meursing on Fuschlos, also a plant 
sole ond raffle. Visitors welcome. 4 ’ 
BLUEWATER CRUISING ASSOC. Meets 
1st Wed. of each month at Panorama 
Leisure Centre, Sidney 7:30 p.m. 
Next meeting Feb. 4th LeltchMcBride 
soils. Demonstration on repairing 
soils at sea. Phone Muriel Cienclolo 
656-2723 for further info. 4
THE CESAREAN BIRTH GROUP will 
meet Tuesday February 10 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Jubilee Hospital 
(Board Room of the Memorial 
Pavilion.) Topic of discussion will be 
"Nursing Core of the Cesarean' 
Mom." Everyone welcome. More 
information 479-6837. 4
BIBLE STUDY, every Wednesday 
evening, 7:00 p.m. 1520 McTavish 
Rood. All welcome. 4
STRESS a WORRY WORKSHOP, on 
learning to let go of worry, at 
Panorama Rec. Centro, Saturday, 
January 31, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. Call 652* 
2707 for information. $15 fee. 2338-4 
LEDUC HOMECOMING, July Ts,
1981, to mark our 75th year. Come, 
renew acquaintances. Special events 
planned. For details, write Box 1906, 
LeducT9E2Y8. 4
POTTERY LESSONS, starting soon. 6 
lessons. 3 hours each. Hondbullding. 
throwing on wheel, glazing. Small 
class size. Also retail outlet, studio 
rental, custom firing. Leiso Sampson, 
652*9592.^4
INDIVIDUAL*KNITTING INSTRUCTION 
in my home. Personalize your spring 
and summer wardrobe, gifts, etc. 10 
classes, $15, starting February 3. Coll 
Marion Gorby, 652*2769. 2329-4
RESIN-CRAFT SUPPLIES. 25 molds, 
assorted crushed gloss, mitar grope 
balls. Excellent condition. Approx, 




Macs, Spartans, Golden Delicious 
and good windfalls. 6286 Oldfield 
Rood, south off Keating X Rood. 
Open 9 a.m. • 5 p.m. doily. 2061-tf
LE COTEAU FARMS
Mac's, 10c to 20c per lb. Sportons 8 
Golden Delicious, 10c to 25c per lb. 
Our apples are kept fresh in cold 
storage.
Open daily, 9-5 p.m. 304 Walton 
Place, off Oldfield. 658-5808. 1852-tf
PIANO AND GUITAR laseon* 
availabla locolly at tho English Muelc 
Studio. Folk, rock, clajsical and jaai. 
Coll Gil at 656-2242 or 656-4739. 0681 - 
ir________ _______ _____________
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low prico tadory salvago glasa, Cul 
to slio. 24 OZ, 75c sq, ft.; 32 oi, $1.25: 
3/16 $1.50; W" plolo, $1.75, Bronio 
lint, 24 oz, $1,00; 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 • 4lh 5t, Sidney, Opon Mon. ■ 
Frt, 12:30 • 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. • 
12 noon. Closed Wednesday, 656- 
6656, tf
75 FORD 360 CU. in. engine. PS, PB, 
headers, shift kit. $3,900 obo. 656- 
(367 . 2208-5
MAZDA 808 SEDAN 73. Good shape, \ 
excellent interior, motor good. 
43.000 miles. Asking $2,200. 656; 
1151, days. 479-2975 eves. . 5
1977 VOLARE STATION WAGON, 318. 
(Small y8). Auto dr. bucket seats, 
radio, toch. wire wheel covers, roof 
rock, full trim, Michelin rodiols. Vinyl 
white interior, maroon exterior. Body 
and engine excellent, and clean 
condition. Other extras. Only 33,500 
miles. Buy this wagon and save 
$3,000. Priced at $5,450. 656-3624. 
2344-4 
$1,800. 1968 AUSTIN 1800. Excellent 
condition. 50,000 original miles. Must 
see. 656-4827. 2342-4
1975 CHRYSLER 4 door hardtop, 
Electric and automatic air con­
ditioning. Good throughout. $3,100. 
656-0222, or 656-5761 overlings, 2339- 
4^
1961 JEEP, 4 wheel drive pickup, 
100% mechanically sound. $2,000 
obo. Inquiries, coll Gollono Island, 
112-539-2085,2320-4 
'63 PONTIAC 4 dr., PB, PS, Runs well. 
First oiler over $200 tokos It. Coll 656- 
6264, John. 2327-4
PENINSULA SINGLES CLUB DANCE,
McMorran’s Seaview Room, 5110 
Cordovd Boy Rd. Friday, January 30, 
dancing 9-1 p.m. Members and 
guests, widowed, divorced, 
separated and singles welcome. 
Tickets available at Hillside Mall, 
Harbour Square. Dross informal. 
Sorry, no tickets sold at door. For 
info, and reservations coll 479-7195, 4 
FEBRUARY 3RD, 6:15 p.m. St. Paul's 
Unilod Church annual Pol Luck 
Supper and congregational meeting. 
Entertainment and babysitting 




English-French or Fronch-English. Very 
reasonable rnios, Call Nicole Cyr — 656* 
6042 evenings. t(
WESTERN SPEEDWAY 
Automotive Swap Meet, Sunday, 
February 1st. 10 a.m. • 3 p.m. 
Everyone welcome. Auto parts, 
complete cars, race car parts, 
souveniers, automotive tools and 
/Supplies. "One Man's junk is 
Another's Treasure!" Buyers 50c. 
Sellers $5.00. Proceeds to Racers 
Championship Point Fund. , 2
THE ANNUAL MEETING and election 
of officers for the Central Saanich 
Rotepayers will bo held in the 
Municipal Holl on Wednesday. 
February 18 at 8:00 p.m. New 
rotepayers welcome. 4
THE LiaNSED Practical Nurses 
Assoc, of Victoria is having a general 
dinner meeting on Wednesday, 
January 28 at 7 p.m. at the Can­
terbury Inn, 310 Gorge Rd. Our guest 
speoker. Dr. Peter Nunn will speak 
on "Coping with Stress in the Health 
Profession." Reservations, 384-9727.
THE PENINSULA CHRISTIAN Women's 
After Five Club extends an invitation 
to dine at the Glon Moodows Golf 
and Country Club 7 • 9 p,m. Monday, 
Fobruary 2, Cost is $7.50, roser* 
vations necessary by Jon. 29. Call 
Janette Buchanan, 652-2930.
Roofing, Siding, Livestock 
Equipment (Peacock). Fen­
cing, Watering Systems 
(Rabbits to Cattle), Plumb­
ing,; Drainage Pumps, 
Power Washer, Feeding 
Systems, Augers, etc., 
Danor Fans, Totally Enclos­
ed Motors, Generators, in­
cinerators. Building & Farm 
Related Hardware. Chain 
Link Fencing, Erection Ser­
vice Available.
THIS WE£H'S PRICE
On galvanized roofing 95c 
Lin. Ft. plus Frt. Feb. 1st 
it’s going up to $1.02 Lin. 
Ft. plus Frt. PVC Vs” 
$1 2.80/100 Ft. 3/4" 
$16.52/100 Ft. BIG 0 36c 
Ft. Black Poly Pipe 75 
series Vt" $10.00/100 Ft. 
3/4" $15.61/100 Ft.
MOVING OR DELIVERY VAN for rent. 






72 KAWASAKI 100 PARTS. Born, 
forks, shocks, tiros, frame, etc. 
Offers, 656-3070. 2302-3
MOVING, 1970 Yamaha, 175 LT. Now 
In 1979, oxcolloni shope, low 
mileage. Closest oiler lo $1,000. 6.52- 
9998. 2323-4
EARN FREE NEEDLECRAFT KITS
Still our tinniimiil 1981 t;,il,ilor)iifi Ntwrtiti- 
point, crowol, finihfOiniiry, Lllcli Imoh, lor 
lililhcr mtofin.'iilon. 652-5724.
T4's, INCOME lax, bookoaping, 
typing. 305-6612, 2109-6
TROUBLED BY HIGH 
PRICES?
STAY AND SAVE AT
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL
• Very re.iMin.ihk- 
r.ilfs Im liiiwniiiwn
• Mostly wiilt lull kinhi'its 






BOY'S BIKE, 14" Iramo, excellent 
condltloni Viking vacuum clooner. 
65^350 ((
MO'i/INa. Kino *llo wQterbod,
Complolo unit, I6W, motchlng night 
stomls, $i7rMinch, All now condition, 
6522322-4 
TWO UNi.llOVAriF7l«TrTlm7T2'0i 
2 860x13 Sillier llres, $40; i E70x'l4 
wiihOM fIm, $15; 2-12" Toyolo rims, 
130, 4 - 14" Dotsun 240Z wheels and
FLOOR JACK, f'i ton capacity, 
professional Qarage type, brand 
new, never uied, Cast $240, sailing 
1160.592-4427,__ _ 33^.4
So'liQ, Yoi OP OOOoTj|mi"D^, 
wxcelleni tot rumpus room ot boot, 
Colour, blue, $65; llreitreen, $18; 
heavy duly Ihermogrote, $35, 656-
__________
bathtub, coMPliri with pmiNoii
w'nher tpln \Uynr. Iiirn Oyin 
Exjerclior; Imselvoard heoleri Mds 
woQon; kidi cnrieai, lugi nnd lino; 
Ixiokihell ptonlen lamps nnd Ouenn 
tundeik (ortllnQ. 652-3828 2340-4
tl(llll4U I Alt, dijioiuliva type, 5J 
' wooden bloilei, with light flxlure, 
rhfthstnt speed control, upward nnd 
ifownwnrd nitflow. Brond now cost 
23,13.4
20' FIBREGLASS over ply. 19fl0 - 80 
h.p, Merc oulboord. Excollont 
Tondltlon, hnod and stainless steel 
water lank. S3000. Call Dill 656-2054. 
2304-4 
33' LUND BOAT ond trailer. Excellent 
condition, Fully loaded 478-5571 alter 
6 p.m. 2305-4
MrsCILlANEOUS CLOTHING;
household ilomsi momiol typewriter; 
ski equipment; dtumi: child corrlet 
(or bicycle; glrl'i bike; 10216 
Hoslhaven DiWe. January 31 ond
I ebiuoiy I. , __
TWO FAMILY OARAGI ' SALE, 
Saturday, Jonuntylll, 9.3 p.m. Toys, 
tricycle, Michen Hems ond 
,mlst.ollanoous, 1927 Culiro Ave. 
Saanichton, No eorly birds. 2335-4
• Rt'siin.ihlc weekly, munihly 
l.tmily r.ilc'.
For I'loiliKir iiihl i{'ttri'iiliii)h iprilr
THE MAYFAIR HOTEL




BEAUTIFUL PUMP ' ORGAN,
Shorlotk/Mannlng. Ornalo wttinui 
case, candle holders, Very colletlible 
piece of Cnnudlono. Wat 1795, priced 
to sell i595. Includes bench. Lonn 
Copeland Music Centro, 7I74A West 
Saanich Road, 6 52-4512 . 2307-3
a...VNN«:f « 8 lANI '
/mticf iNii-i 
7174A Will B**nlch Hd. 
DrtntwoixJ D«v, B.C. 
8B3-4B17
iJiirn with Ihe best «l Ifm Fufimiiulj'i Ijiawil 
Iscilily- lrt»|ructloti in oifliiii, ouilsi snd 





lluMfiniiii CnrdH ■ Ptiisonjl A liuMniiHS Sin- 
liontity liiyiliiliimii • Ilyins • Ii(.kft|s • Q(,i 




CALL US AND SAVri
eOlKGI COUBStt AT HOMII
Speedwflllrig, • horth ond, 
iMokkeetsIng, huilneii math. Full 
lime toiiries nlso available. ConlocI 
Dullus College, 543 Seymour Street, 
vnnrreiver, B.C. VAR 3146, Phone 112- 
681 -7 567, .mi 4
ONi'SHAKi MASTER AUTOAAAtTc

































































• Bus. Consultant 
® Income Tax
Phone 652-1769






■ SIDNEY BUILDER >
I Now specializing in| 
j finishing carpentry, cab-j 
I inets and built-ins, rumpus j 
j rooms, repairs, additions —• 
I no job too small. |
I Renovate and Save i 
















> Radiator Repairs |
Call 656-5581 











"From Estimate to 
Installation - 
Three Weeks!"







Rewiring, electric heating re­
pairs, appliance connections.


























Gorwrrnrni.’rU rcrilili'il tecMril- 
(■(on n'(l/l 35 iierirs ('.v/ii’rlcnre 






I o BACKHOE WORK 
e CAT WORK
1 ® TRUCKKVt;
“No Job Too Liirf'e 








KEYS o LOCKS 
LUBRICANTS
Bonded Insured 







Wimina/i ■ noorn • Caiiiel*
I loines Sr (Xlices





















2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.




Kesidential. Coinineixial and 
(loir ('ourse (loiistruction.
6955 nest Saanich Ktl. 
BrentuTMMi Bav
€Uen n'Ullam.s 652-cm 3
Backhoe Work, Trucking
BACK FILLING - LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES




Fence Posts, Digging, 50 












Trucking, Excavating and j 
Backhoe work,
556 Downey Road 







' plinving, i;iiltlv.iting 
& roUtv.iling 















A & B BOAT TOPS
ComplL'le Boat Upliolstory 
Canvas Bot Tops 
Camper Cushions 
Repairs





DIESEL zVNI) (US 
Coiii|)li.*(e liiKlallaltiiiiN
KfhuiliiingfAhmist svsU'ms. rDr|ilf- 





Industrial - Logging - Marine 
Parts & Service 
Also Dealers for 
•Fresh IVater Cooling Kits 
(gas & diesel)
•Bennett Trim Planes 
•Red Dot Cabin Heaters 
•Paloma Instant 
Water Heaters 
•Barr Marine Manifolds 
•Telefiex Steering Systems 
•Aqualami Alarm Systems 
































"You aoni have 




























Service Residential - 
Commercial
“BiR ur simill 
wc will do them nil,"




















Sidney. B.C. 6 5 0-6170
JET-¥i^C
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 







Quality Werk - Free Estlmatas
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations, 




Leave your child ol P.o.l.s. 
while you shopi 
$1.50 on hour
9830 - 5th St. 
(across from Shop Wise) 
Other Weekdays,
Pall Pro-Schoot
"Play and Learn Solely"
Concern over driver 
and pedestrian 
awareness has ended the 
Capital Region Safety 
Council ‘Point your way 
to safety’ program.
The safety council still 
“strongly endorses’’ the 
concept despite its 
rejection by both the 
Victoria and Saanich 
School districts.
The point your way to 
safety concept is widely 
accepted in some areas 
of Canada and Japan. 
Pedestrians point, pause 
and then proceed.
“There is some 
evidence that some 
children forget the 
middle word,’’ said 
Saanich school board
chairman G e r r 
Kristianson Thursday.
Kristianson sai 
without driver educatio 
“kids are going to stick] 
out their arms, procee 
and get killed.”
As well, without th 
support of either Vic-| 
toria and Saanich police, 
support of the program 
in district schools would 
be decreased.
Sidney RCMP Const 
Keith Davies says police 
are concerned that 
without a thorough] 
understanding by the 
public, the point, pause] 
and proceed concept 
could be “misin­























The chamber of 
Commerce 
Has a Business 
Information Centre 
Call on us




COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
I FABRICATING & WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
P.J. HYLAND
Sidney, B.C. 656-6022
The lucrative sale of 
Central Saanich topsoil 
by a Victoria developer 
has . been rejected by 
council.
“It’s got to go back to 
where it came from.,” 
sard. Aid George 
McFarlane at council’s 
Jan. 19 meeting. 
McFarlane added, 
developers were “raping 
the land.”
While many
developers do not notify 
the municipality of plans 
to remove topsoil, E Y 
Construction Ltd. of 
Victoria requested 
approval to remove 
some 4,000 cubic yards 
from the Fairmeadows 
housing development oh 
Mount Newton Cross 
Road.
Using graders, E Y 
had cleared the 31-house 
site and stockpiled some 
6,500 cubic yards of 
topsoil. In a letter to 
cdurici! company
spokesman Erniel 
Yakamovich said only! 
2,500 cubic yards were! 
required for land-1 
scaping. ,
Sale of the topsoil! 
could mean as much as| 
$10 per cubic yard ini 
revenue for E Y Con-i 
struction.
However, a letter toi 
council, in July said alii 
topsoil from thei 
development would bel 
replaced through lan-| 
dscaping.
“We have allowedl 
topsoil to be removedf 
from other developmentl 
sites,” said Mayor Davel 
Hill. “We have to bel 
equal to everybody.’’
But council rejected! 
the request leaving E Y| 
to use all stockpiled soil I 
for landscaping andj 
creation pL an c^tthl 
divider between the! 






• 22 ye.'ii's itlunihing 
t‘,\|)fiicuci‘ in H.C.
• Spi'clttl I'iilcs lor 
piMisioiuirs
® New liomt's











Marine, Auto & Safety Glatt 





Of 14 McDonald Park Rd
Superior
Reffrigeratiosi
















nir .ill vi'iir rtinl’ino ni'nii, 
Sliiikrs, Sltinuk's, Tiir 
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Monday through Friday: centre open, cards, 
library, billiards, morning coffee and afternoon 
tea.
Thursday — 9 a.m. lapidary, weaving. 10 a.m. 
carpet bowling, billiards for ladies, 7 p.m. crib.
Friday — 9 a.m. Spanish, 10 a.m. senior 
ceramics, quilting and crochet, keepfit, noon 
lunch, 1 p.m. chess club, 1:30 p.m. bell ringers, 2 
p.m. jacko, 7 p.m. evening cards.
Saturday and Sunday centre open for drop-ins 
from 1-4 p.m. "
Monday — 10 a.m. quilting, billiards, noon 
lunch, 12:30 p.m. ceramics, 2 p.m. swim club, 
7:30p.m. bingo.
Tuesday — 9 a.m. Spanish, Seranaders 
practice, oil painting, 10 a.m. lapidary, noon 
lunch, 1 p.m, whist, 7 p.m. games night.
Wcdnc.sday — 9:30 a.m. novcltic.s, 11:45 hot 
dinner, 12:45 p.m. films, 2 p.m. concert — The 
Main Branch Choir, 7 p.m. duplicate bridge.
PLACE YOUR CLASSIFIED 
AD THIS WEEK
< Use this form to send your ad to
The Sidney ^\evicw
Regular 20 words for *3^*" With this coupon and 






Special tate» (or. 














Island there is a 





I'.tl. Iliix 2f.0H 
Sicliify, H.t. VtU .iCl
1
addilorial words 4 (or 2S(t
Name. „ .................................. ,, , ..... ............. ......... ...... '
Address
Phono
Mail to tho Sidney Review,
' P.O. n6»r wo, nwney
orbring Into
Page 20 THEREVIEW Wednesday, January 28,1981
VERSATILE FIBERGUSS TANKS
® Septic « Holding o Water
500, 600, 750 aal. custom sizes available
ALPHA 10218 Bower Bank Rd.j
FIBERGLASS MFG. CO. Sidney 656-5121
YOUR PRdFESSlOpiAL 
3ARBER & HAIRSTYLIST
EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES), COLOURING 
, AT THE NEW
MARINA COURT on 2nd Street 
tUES.-SAT. 8:30-5:30 656-4443
^jsisik ml • Ji
[Y
• > • LADIES AVEAILj
Serious strummers help raise funds for music program.
Strumming for music if.
Sweaters, ^uiltad Jackets, 







Values up to *60““
Almost 500 Saanich school district students 
strummed their way to more than $4,700 in music 
funds Thursday at Brentwood elementary school.
“It was quite a day,” said Brentwood principal 
Jim Chow, “not only for learning but for raising 
; ; funds to continue ukulele work.”
'; The three-hour “UkathonV included grade two 
and six students from Sansbiiry, Durrance,
: Beaver Lake, McTavish, Cordova Bay, Sidney,
Keating, Lockside, Saanichton and Brentwood 
'i elementary schools and Oak Bay, North Saanich 
ST- and Mount Newton middle schools. 
fi’ With teachers adding their singing talents to the 
i'i various levels of chord and harmony ukulele 
y;: playing, parents who attended enjoyed some
T' enthusiastic entertainment. y
Donations pledged to ukathon participants will 
I’i go toward new musical instruments, music stands 
and program development.
H'f Chow expressed thanks to all participants and 
pledgers for the day’s success and said he hoped 
residents had experienced ho inconvenience as
students solicited pledges.
Behind the scenes helping make things happen 
were Saanich school district ukulele co-ordinator 
Allison Penny, event co-ordinator Laurie Acorn 
and Brentwood Parents’ Group who calculated 
pledges and provided refreshments for students.
Sale *29
Folse Arthor Tribal
20% to 30% OFF
I . 4
Corner of Verdier Ave.
And West Saanich Road. 652-5612 
In Beautiful Brentwood
• - . r • , - ... -
SIDNEY
Fitness:
What it does 









TTm C*nMi*n lorparMn*! Mn*«l
tS':.
I or/Millions
Bowl for Millions will 
i take place Feb, 7 to 14 
on behalf of Big 
'•tT Brothers and Big Sisters 
of Greater Victoria.
/ ; The Greater Victoria 
/'I Big; Brothers; arid Big 
"^Sisters organization 
1 provides older influences 
i for children from single- 
1 parent families who
i might not otherwise
; have the companionship 
and guidance of an 
adult.
Bowl for Millions 
! invites the public to take 
part in the Feb. 7 kick- 
t off day from 3 p.m. to 7 
p.m. at Wilson’s
Bowladrome or Feb. 8 
£ from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
; at Town and Country 
;; Lanes. All bowlers 
' .solicit game sponsorship 
; to contribute to Bowl for 
Millions.














12-16 lb. lb. 09 te;
CHICKEN 
LEGS




A Portable Radio - reatil value $60.Qp./Complete this 
*>./2S Coupon and bring into Sidney Radio,Shack by Feb. 7/81.
■(No purchase necessary) ' T , t ; ,. , ; , - - ^
Name , .. ... . .............••••••■ . ■ • • ■ • •
Address ...................... .................... ............................. •
Postal Code .. .... Phone .............................
30-watt* stereo car speakers
I ^ 1 - 1-* ‘ ■.........—^—'
_____  _ ’ Reg. 449.95
Begin vour Stereo 
system right now !
Realistic STA-820 AM/FM stereo receiver has 
all of the features you need to build a superb 
stereo system. 40 watts RMS perrchannel 
make it a companion for tne OptimUs-25 
speakers at the left. Has facilities to add.two 
magnetic turntables and two'-fape decks for 
some excellent recording, 31-2037;x;;
sa¥e
“150
30 lb. STEAK PACK
’ Waighi loit in eutimg boning ona ’ f
trimming will incitaia ttte pdcoi pot pouno :





radio and cassette recorder 
player. Compact, yet multl- 
7n«n 150 os featured. Records od-the-air 
rmg. ua.ua q, nyo. Uses 4 ■■AA"cells, AC 
or DC adapter (none incTd).
'i;;f:|'tO,WrnOI,Se»',;gCnei^fll,,/,M;:W!t'tj;;:excH)3t(ip;.Vi'Hrr,FIUX:i:pgri^^
klnxl* i' .T 'isity'ok|do(prhigrio(itput Wide '.f ■f^iii'PlirpOSeTPlankjff'f/TaiiTliSiTilfrvfitiongvi/TtspflfiStSHgvy^p^jspsi^s’;
.indlowd(slpr)ioh Canboiisod I 1
f L . I i "I U ^ ’ 1
Island View Freezer Ltd
17005 Easit Saanich Rd. 652-241
Year-End Stock-taking H-m
»yn.|.nt, ” .tk ' ' 'm
30% t. 50%
OFF on Most Stock
mcLUDimi
•IMPORTED ENQLISH WOOLLENS 
•LIBERTY OF LONDON COTTONS 
and WOOLLENS 
•SILKS
•POLYESTER CREPE DE CHINES 
•CROMPTON CORDUROYS 







Get an easy to read AtVI C,5|M|P 
digital clock radio
“10CHROMOMATIC'"-P12ha« OB»y-lo-rond LED digllnl display, Wakes you up lo 
" AM radio ot bu7Jor alarm.
nag. 44,0S iIqqp ^nd snod/o con- 






AM/FM stereo tedlo, 
casaetlo rncordet/pla. 
yor nnd ihren-spoad 
recoid ehangeri Wllh 
two lulhrantje sioroo 
spoakofs, A whole 





Talk upslalrs/downslalis, housn lo garage, 
office to ollice, IronMO'tenr ol camper, or 
whniuvor you need corivenienl, easy com­
munication, Opoiains on tiv balloiy (not 
Inel'd) nnd flfl connecting wire Rnmote 



















2496 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 656-5771
ADVCnpilNa POLICY
III,nil, ll, (III,, wl iiU. W lie il'-4 O 'l I 'r «' / •'* •'
lhasa mif.ai sunief,i la prior sale f'nwia itwwn ate in etle"l ai in'a leeatinnrmly Waare nnlimtiielor lyfirj- 
oianiin.ai nriors. Ml lianammks am iha prnpaily ot 
Tandy Cortmi alien, Tandy tiietjirnnira l irnilnd haing
